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Voters Will Have Say Tuesday

Kentucky voters will have their say
Tuesday after months of hearing the
views of candidates for statewide and
local offices.
Local polling places will open at 6
a.m, and close at 6 p.m., according to
County Clerk Marvin Harris. Voters in
the city precincts will cast their votes at
the following places: 1 at the Calloway
County Courthouse; 2 at Murray City
Hall; 3 at Murray Middle School; 4 at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet; 5 at the
Murray State University fieldhouse; 6
at the Harry Lee Waterfield Library; 7
at Robertson Elementary School; 8 at
the Murray Vocational School; 9 at the
Army Reserve Building on Center
Street; 10 at the Navy Recruiting
Station; and 11 at the House of
Thousands.
County precinct polling places are:
Alm°, Imes Store; Calloway High,
Calloway County High School; Clayton
Creek, East Calloway Elementary
School; Coldwater, Kenneth and June's
Grocery Store; Dexter, the Community
Cehter; Harris Grove, Southwest
Elementary School; Haiel, City Hall;
Jackson and Kirksey, Kirksey Wood-

men of Abe ,World Building; Limn
GroifiCitid •Lyfiti Grove gymnasium;
Concord, • McClure's
Garage;
Providence, Herndon Seed M111; and
Faxon, Joe Blackford's Grocery Store.
Seventeen candidates are vying for 12
seats on the Murray Common Council.
Incumbents in the Democratic primary
are Billy J. Balentine, Ruby Hale, Paul
"Dick" George, David Willis, Dr. C. C.
Lowry, Marshall Jones, Dr. J. D.
Outland, J. H. Nix, Howard Koenen and
William R. Furches.
Other Democratic candidates include
former councilman Loyd Arnold and
newcomers William Bailey, Helen
Spann, Dorothy Sheeks, Steve Sammons, Har Russell and Lee Bolen.
Republi n incumbent Steve Yarbrough
s automatically won his
party's nomination. His name will
appear on the Noveinber ballot to
challenge the 12 Democratic nominees.
Freed Curd, Mary Jane Littleton and
J. William Phillips, all Murray
Democrats, are running for Fifth
District state representative.
Incumbent Richard Weisenberger, DMayfield, and Forrest Burchard, D-

Melber, will vie for the First District
state senate seat.
A local man on leave from his job as
alumni affairs director at Murray State
University, Mancil Vinson, is a candiate for commissioner of agriculture.
Other Democratic candidates include
Alben W. Barkley II, Marion; Edward
G. Brown, Bowling Green; Ken Hall,
Hager Hill; Don Kenady, Hopkinsville;
Melvin Martin, Campbellsville; Fred
Waters, Carrollton; and Woodrow
Wilson, Edmonton.
Republicans vying for the agriculture
post include Roy C. Gray Jr.,
?iicholasville;
Tommy
Klein,
Louisville; and Clyde Simeck,
Fergerson.
In the most important statewide race,
eight candidates face off for the
Democratic nomination for governor,
while four are competing for the
Republican noa.
George Atkins' name will still appear
on the ballot, according to Harris,
although Atkins has withdrawn from
the gubernatorial race. Harris said that
Atkins withdrew too late for his name to
be officially taken off the ballot.

Democratic candidates include Doris
Shuja Binion, Lexington; John Y.
Brown Jr., Lexington; Carroll Hubbard
Jr., Mayfield; Terry McBrayer,
Lexington; Harvey Sloane, Louisville;
Thelma L. Stovall, Louisville; John J.
Weikel, Louisville; and Lyle L. Willis,
Corbin.
Republican gubernatorial candidates
are Elmer Begley Jr., Hyden; Thurman Jerome Hamlin, London; Louie B.
Nunn, LexitiWn; and Ray B. White,
Bowling Gre&
For lieutenant governor, Democratic
candidates are Martha Layne Collins,
Versailles;
William
M. Cox,
Madisonville; Todd Hollenbach,
Louisville; Richard H. Lewis, Benton;
Joe Prather, Vine Grove; Charley T.
Rowland, Meally; and Jim Vernon,
Frankfort.
On the Republican side, candidates
are Bob Bersky, Sturgis; Harold
Rogers, Somerset; and Granville
Thomas, London.
Democratic candidates for secretary
of state include Ray Adkins,
See ELECTION
Page 14 Column 4

Democratic Primary Bearing Old Saying
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. /AP) —
Tuesday's Democratic ptimary for
governor seems to bear out the old
saying that "politics is the damndest in
Kentucky."
Instead of a tug-o(Awar by the usual
party faction, voters will decide the
outcome of an unlirediciable scramble
featuring
11/7 fried
chicken
multimillionaire, a woman who vetoed
the state's rescission of its Equal
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increasing
doudiness
Increasing cloudiness tonight
with slight chance for showers
and possible thundershowers
continuing on Tuesday. Highs
Tuesday in the mid to upper 70s.
Lows tonight in the mid to upper
50s. Winds becoming light
southerly
tonight.
The
probability of precipitation is 20
percent tonight and 4() percent
Tuesday.

RightkAmendment ratification, a
former Louisville mayor who survived
that city's busing controversy a few
years ago, a congressman bitterly
opposed to the state administration,
and a former state commerce commissioner backed by the current
governor.
The Republicans, meanwhile, are
conducting a quiet primary in which
former Gov. •Louie Nunn is heavily
favored over Ray White, a Bowling
Green lawyer.
The Democratic cast of characters
seems more- interesting to voters than
the issues, Aich center around the
need for educational improvements,
better secondary roads and limits on
state spending.
And the candidates continued to tour
the state Sunday as the race came down
to the wire.
Brown
By far the most intense publicity has
been generated near the end of the race
by John Y. Brown Jr., the fast-food and
sports promoter who, after entering the
contest only two months ago, has
saturated the media as though selling
fried chicken to the electorate.
"It's time for a businessman to run
Kentucky," says the flamboyant 45year-old Brown, wha with his new wife,
former Miss America Phyllis George,
has given the gubernatorial race a
touch of glamour.
Brown had a we end rally Sunday in
Louisville, and planned a trip today
with stops at 10:20 a.m. at Jefferson
Mall in Louisville, 1:45 p.m. at
Tradewinds Shopping Center in
Somerset,2.2
/3 atSomerset Plaza and 3
p.m. at Green River State Park at
Campbellsville, and a 4:15 p.m. tour of

the picnic area and midway at Beech
Bend Park in Bowling Green.
Stovall
Thelma Stovall, the 60-year-old
lieutenant governor trying to become
the state's first woman gov
claims optimistic polls by Brown and
other candidates prove nothing except
that all four of her major rivals purportedly are going to be first or second,
an obvious impossibility. Mrs. Stovall is
endorsed by some major labor
organizations, and has become
something of a national heroine of
feininists by vetoing a resolution
rescinding
Kentucky's
ERA
ratification.
Mrs. Stovall toured northern Kentucky in a motorcade Sunday, with a 3
p.m. stop at the Florence Mall.
Sloane
Former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane also has raised money in appearances at chic gatherings in New
York and Washington. The 43-year-old
millionaire physician has sought voter
recognition with a 1,000-mile walk
through Kentucky. He has far more
newspaper endorsements than any
other gubernatorial contender. He
became the arch-enemy of anti-busing
advocates during the disoris which
accompanied the court-ord process
in Louilville.
Sloane campaigned Sunday in
Louisville and planned to visit northern
Kentucky, Lexington, where he
scheduled a 1:30 p.m. news conference
at the airport, and Louisville, where he
planned a 5:30 p.m. rally at Bowman
Field, followed by canvassing of
several precincts. In Louisville, he
discussed his opposition to decontrol of
oil prices unless a windfall profits tax

that would take 85 percent of profits for
research into alternate energy sources.
Hubbard
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Mayfield,
has stressed what he contends is
corruption in the Carroll adniMistration. He cited the massive
year-long FBI investigation of state
See CAMPAIGN
Page 14 Column 3

CHECK-OUT TIME — CarloWay County WO gaool
aastant pnnap—al
Billy Nix checks over the caps and gowns that will
be issued to the
graduating seniors. CCHS commencement exercises
are set for 8 p.m.
Tuesday in Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Photo by P.4. Watson

Community Theatre Announces...

An Entertaining Summer Season
The summer months ahead promise
to be very entertaining ones, as the
Community Theatre announced its 1979
summer season. Under the general
heading of Playhouse in the Park, the
Theatre will produce three shows
during the months of June and July.
All of the shows will be presented in
the new city-county park. This will
mark the third year that the theatre has
used the park as a summer home for its
productions.
The first of the productions will be
William Shakespeare's "Taming of the
Shrew." According to director Richard
Valentine, it is hoped that this classic
omedy will help dispel some of the
rumors that have been spreading
around town that Shakespeare is a
boring person.
"Taming of the Shrew" will be
presented June 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, and 16.
A small southern town in 1935 is the
setting for the Theatre's second show,
•T'n Kill A Mockingnbird." Adapted

from Harper Lee's award-winning
novel, this play follows the struggles of
a srnall-town lawyer, and his defense of
a young black man who has been
wrongly accused of a crime.
Auditions for the show will be held
Tuesday, May 29, at 3:30 and 7:00 p.m.
in the meeting room of the Calloway
County Public Library. There are roles
for 20 people, including several excellent roles for black actors and actresses.
"To Kill A Mockingbird" will be
presented June 28, 29, and 30 and July 5,
6 and 7.
The third show of the 1979 Playhouse
in the Park season will be a musical,
"Peter Pan." The highlight of this show
will be the technical assistance of Peter
Foy, of "Flying By Boy," who will be
coming to Murray to stage the flying
sequences of the show. Foy helped
stage the flying for the show when it
first appeared on Broadway, and is

currently working on the 25th anniversary revival of the show.
Auditions for "Peter Pan" have been
scheduled for Monday, June 11, at 1:00
and 7:00 p.m. in the meeting room of
the library. This show offers roles for
over 25 men, women, children,
crocodiles and sheepdogs.
"Peter Pan' can be seen July 19, 20,
21, 26, 27 and 28.
All three shows will be directed by
Valentine, and will begin at 8:00 p.m.,
in the park.
-Valentine also noted that in addition
to cast members, there is also a need
for many more people, to assist with set
construction, lighting, costuming, and
other technical aspects of the shows.
Anyone interested in getting involved
with any of the productions is invited to
attend auditions.
For further information regarding
Playhdlise in the Park, contact the
Community Theatre by calling 759-1752.

Hubbard Certain Allegations Untrue, Promises 11'cooperate

Jury To Investigate Hubbard's Campaign Contributions

MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — A Graves
County grand jury will investigate
allegations that cash contributions in
excess of the $100 legal limit were made
to Rep. Carroll Hubbard's gubernatorial campaign in March.

L. N. Tipton Reed, the Graves County
commonwealth's attorney, said he was
notified by the executive director of the
Kentucky Registry of Election Finance
tha
re were reasonable grounds to
eve violations of the Kentucky
campaign finance laws occurred in
regard to Hubbard's campaign.
Hubbard, in a statement released
Sunday by Kyle Hubbard, his brother
and campaign chairman, said he is
certain the allegations are untrue
because his campaign has made every
attempt, to return contributions that
might be illegal. He promised to
cooperate ine investigation, and said
he is cb' nfident the people of Kentucky
will recognize the matter as "a
desperate, last-minute effort to defeat
me in the governor's race."
The records were sent to Reed after a
special, closed meeting of the registry
last Thursday.

Foster Ockerman, chairman of the
registry, said Sunday that the registry
did not intend to have the allegations
publicized before the primary. He said
registry board members felt "the information should remain confidential.
But the registry has no control over it
afteelt leaves the registry."
Ockerman said he called last
Thursday's meeting as soon as he
received the information. "The
obligation is on the registry to consider
these matters when they come to our
attention...At we had received it and
done nothing, we would have been
criticized, and properly so."
•
Ockerman said the registry also has
"considered other information that has
come before us." He would not give any
details of other cases that the registry
considered.
The Paducah Sun quoted an
unidentified source Sunday as saying
the allegations involved whether !army
Combs,
Hubbard's
pampaign
treasurer, accepted cash donations in
excess of 8100 during a ineeting in midMarch at a truck stop in' Breathitt
County. The newspaper quoted sources

as saying several thousand dollars in
Reed said, however, the matter
cash were collected in and around
Possibly could be expedited if Hubbard
Breathitt County in mid-March.
wins Tuesday's Democratic primary
It is illegal for a candidate or any
election,"to clear the matter up before
campaign staff member to accept cash
the November general election."
donations of more than $100, and the
The Sun quoted a source as saying
candidate is responsible for any
two state police detective lieutenants,
violations. The Sun said the matter was
Harold Watson and Robert Breeze,
referred to the Graves com- investigated
on May 7 and 8 after a
monwealth's attorney because Hubcounlay nt was
complai
bard is from Mayfield and 'allegat'ons
iri fasEllina
iottdeHerta
old. reathitt
of campaign finance violations must be
The
source
was quoted as saying the
handled in the candidate's home
sheriff was told several Breathitt
county.
tructyik
independent coal truck
"I find it hard to respond to questions
operators were invited to the meeting
about the allegations when no one in an
at the
stop.
sofficial capacity has contacted us about
The Sun said it learned that of apthem," Kyle Hubbard said in a
sPrnximately 10 persons interviewed,
telephone interview from Louisville
five
madedsaid
idsoo
thecyasahttednon
tiones,meeting and
deadth
"It seems strange to me that these facts
$
should come out on Memorial Day
At leastoone of those wko said he
weekend just a couple of days before
'contributed $500 told
the investigators
the election. It seems to me someone is
Hubbard was at the meeting along with
trying to do my brother in."
Combs and Breathitt County JudgeReed said he will present the inExecutive Nim Henson, the newspaper
formation to the next grand jury which
quoted the source as saying.
meets in July. If an indictment is
returned,the trial would not be until the
Repeated attempts Saturday night
next term of Graves County criminal
and Sunday to reach Combs. who is
court in November.
commonwealths attorney in Perry

County, were unsuccessful.
Henson, whose telephone number is
unlisted, also cbuld not be reached.
Carroll Hubbard said in his statement
that during the campaign he had been
"warned that the state administration
was looking for something to use
against me during the last weekend of
the campaign. Apparently they could
find nothing that dirtetly related to me
and have now come forward with an
allegation latinst my campaign
treasurer...."
Hubbard 'expressed disappointment
that state police and the Registry of
Election Finance made no effort to talk
with him. Combs or Kyle Hubbard, who
has coordinated daily campaign activities, "because if given the opportunity we would have answered any
questions related to this allegation."
He also expressed disappointment
that news accounts of the allegation
appeared two days before the primary,
which he said left inadequate time to
provide an appropriate response.
Hubbard said, "During the past five
months, hundreds of Kentuckians have
personally given me contributions at

functions across the state. I have
always turned these contributions in to
my campaign headquarters with a
proper accomiting of the contributor
and the amount of the contribution.
headquarters staff, with the assistance
of a bookkeeper and an accountant,
have made every effort to check each
Contribution and return any which are
illegal, such as corporate checks.
"While I am certain there is no truth
to this allegation, because I have not
accepted any Allege] contributions
during this campaign, if someone now
alleges that they gave my treasurer a
. contribution that was not reported to
the registry I will certainly cooperate
with the appropriate officials and
provide them with the true facts
surrounding this allegation," Hubbard
said.
•
Kyle Hubbard said his brother
"remembers being in Breathitt County,
believe it was the 16th of May, and
they made a number of. appearances
He came on to Lexington, left there
fairly early. He has no Imowledge about
these five men giving a contribution on
their behalf, or Maybe on behalf of
others..."
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HEALTH
Varicose veins
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
•

ment. To _illustrate this
point, if you have an elastic
garter around the top of a
nylon, the garter may act as

•••••
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Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood met Saturday, May
19, in the lakeside home of
Mrs. Harlan Hodges. Mrs.
Harry Sparks assisted with
the luncheon which preceded
the business meeting over
which Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
.5,4 president, presided.
t
Mrs. Olga Freeman was
for her election to the
honored
4544
executive board of Kentucky
State Chapter at the recent
state convention held in
1
t",$.
Danville.
Gifts to the 50th AnnivertSfV, sary Fund of Cottey College

were discussed. Mrs. William
Major is local chairman for
Cottey.
New members of Chapter M
are Mrs. William Wissrnan
and Miss Susan Ramp. Mrs.
Wissman has transferred
from Chapter SG, California,
and Miss Ramp from Chapter
GX, Illinois.
Reports of the recent convention were given by Mrs.
LaF)tte and Mrs. Freeman
the delegates from
who w
Chapter M. Mrs. Gordon
Winsor of Danville presided at
this year's convention and the
newly elected president is
Mrs. Thomas Martin, of
Lexington. Next year's convention will be hosted by
Chapter J in Lexington.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie who

1

attended the dinner of Past
State Presidents held in the
home of Mrs Jack Durham
Danville, told of that event
and of the Convention Banquet
which was attended by all the
convention members and
many visitors. Mr. J. T
Orendorf of Bowling Greer
was the banquet speaker, and
special presentations were
made by students from the
Kentucky School for the Deaf
which is located in Danville
Other members4Teaest for
the meeting in the home of
Mrs. Hodges were Mrs. H. L.
Oakley, Dr. Joan Maupin,
Miss Ann Herron, Mrs
Maurice P. Christopher, Mrs.
Paul Sturm, and Mrs. L. J.
Hortin. Mrs. Gerald Hudder
was a guest.

causes of varicose veins and
DEAR DR. IAMB -- I'd
what can be done about
like some information on
them. Other readers who
varicose veins. I'm 27 and
554544
want this issue can send 50
I'm not overweight. My left
55454
cents with a long, stamped, a light venous tourniquet
leg seems to keep getting
self-addressed envelope for and impede the flow of blood
5f 4
worse even though I wear
it. Send your request to me out of the veins toward your
4 4
support nose most of the
0:
never
should
You
r,
n•heart.
in care of this newspape
•••
time. My legs ache a lot. My
ng
constricti
City
anything
wear
P.O. Box 1551, Radio
question is this. Is it possible
NY from the heart down if you
that the hose-could be harm- Station, New York,
have varicose veins.
10019.
ing my legs" My tight leg is
Support hose or pressure
O.K. I have two children and
As The Health Letter I'm
bandages such as the elastic
I tried to wear support hose
sending you explains,"there
use
athletes
that
bandages
through most of my pregtoward
wrapped around the ankles is a family tendency
nancy. I've become afraid to
veins. You
varicose
having
swelling.
prevent
help to
wear them now. My 'leg's
correct to
They do this by creating were absolutelyhose during
ache so bad. I'd appreciate
support
wear
any information you might external pressure outside
. I wish
the veins and compressing your pregnancy
have.
women ,would, particularly
the
prevent
helps
This
them.
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Sullivan tied for medalist on
HOSPITAL NEWS 1 Wednesday, May 23, for the Hutson
All Seats $1.50
No. 4 tee ladies day golf play at pie
5-15-79
, 9:30 a.m. - Betty Lowry,
Murray Country Club.
Adults 152
Madelyn Lamb was winner Faira Alexander. Louise
10th Payne St.
ilflURRAY
HaverNursery 11
in the first flight, o tole Anna Lamb. and Nancy
Listed
Newborns
No
Mary Adams captured low stock.
Dismissals
9:35 a.m. - Dorothy Fike,
Purchase prior to Pool Opening and
honors in the second flight.
The
Mater
Dolorosa
Mrs. Helen Williams, 706 Third flight was won by Nancy Evelyn Jones, Alice purdom,
Save $5.00
83.00 A Carload
Praesidium, Legion of Mary,
Elm, Murray, Herbert R. Key, Haverstock. Dorothy Eike, and Billie Cohoon.
1718 Holiday, Murray, Allen S. Euldene Robinson, affd Inns
9: 40 a.m.- Madelyn Lamb, St. Leo's Catholic Church,
Barker, Mobile Home Village, Orr tied for low putts with 14 Euldene - Robinson, Toni celebrated the 15th anniversary of its inception with
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn J. each.
Hopson, and Inus Orr.
:••••••• Burkeen,
000••••i0W0.
a
luncheon on Wednesday,
9 45 a.m. - Anna Marx
Rt. 2, Mayfield, Mrs.
Hostess for Wednesday,
16, at the Boston Tea
Morine Grooms, 307 N. 5th, May 30, will be Rowena Adams, Beverly Spann, Betty May
Party.
Cullom.
Murray, Jennifer Stevens, 832 Cullom. Persons unable' to Scott, and Rowena
Priscilla
Rohwedder,
No.7 teeS. 1st, Murray, Jessica play are asked to call Mrs.
and Frances
Connie
Lampe,
Koenen,
Urbena
a.m.
9:30
Stevens, 832 S. 1st, Murray, __Cullom at 753-8036 or someone
Ross have been members
Mrs. Delene Humphreys and in their foursome. Anyone not Mary Watson, Vicki Baker,
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
since 1964.
Baby Girl, 1416 Porter Ct., listed in the lineup is welcome and Norma Frank.
Members meet every
9:35 a.m. - Nancy FanParis, Tenn., Mrs. Alisa L. to play and will be paired at
It Just Ain't Summer
Wednesday in the rectory.
Hill,
BURT REYNOLDS
Exie
Carroll,
Billie
drich,
Without Burt'
142
Girl,
Baby
Murphy and
the tee.
Frances Ross is the current
and Cecelia Brock.
Riveria Ct., Murray, Mrs.
No. 1 teeIOW Chestnut
president.
May
Eddie
a.m.
9:40
Baby
and
Gamble
Janice F.
9:30 a.m. - Margaret
Jennie
Howe,
Janice
Girl, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs. Shuffett,
Elizabeth Outland,
Now
The early warning signs of
Nancy Morton and Baby Boy, Slusmeyer, Edith Garrison, Hutson, and Juliet Wallis.
9:45 a.m. - Lorraine arthritis are swelling in the finRt. 1 Bx. 1VC, Murray, Mrs. and Mary Bell Overby.
Maggard, Geri Anderson, and gers, hands and feet and per9:35 a.m. - Veneta Sexton,
"Ella S. McFadden, 110 Lark
sistent stiffness in the morning.
----St., Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Juanita Ann Haney, Diane Villanova, Ann Doran.
G. Lee, Rt. 6 Bx. 361, Murray, and Chris Graham.
1010 Chestnut
9:40 a.m. - Betty Jo PicMrs. Sandra R. McConnell,
WILLIAM
Eiefore herfele assailed
1713 Plainview, Murray, Keith dom, Sue Costello, _Cathryn
by the deep,thesumiAer Axisiclo9,,
and
Penny
9th,
Garrott,
S.
Cannock.
Mangrum, 1022
9:45 a.m. - Jerelene
wilreknOpnelestswet..
Mayfield, Mrs. PauLne Kuhn,
Rt. 2, Calvert City, Tom E. Sullivan, Phyllis Kain, Lois
Qualified
Travis, Rt. 3 Si. 354, Murray, Keller, and Jane Fitch.
d
Intereste
•
9:50 a.m.- Frances Hulse.
Mrs. Jennifer L. Bailey, 306
ed
Experienc
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
For
.WITH
Dora F. Matthai, Hamlin,
(If interest T.
Erin L. Roberts, 138 Haymont,
HBO &
CITY COUNCIL
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Audrey E.
CABLEVISION
P•lienol Ad P•19
Waid, Rt. 5 Bx. 2087, Murray,
61./ ly CooIlhot•
-HOME BOX OFFICE...IS
H110
Clifton B. Hutson, Rt. 8 Bx.
"TOP-HIT" HOLLYWOOD MOVIES LIKE:
1075, Murray, Brian N. Tibbs,
_A_
"AN UNMARRIED WOMAN"
,HE BUDDY HOLLY STORY" W
""I'
'Rt. 2 Water Valley, Mark L.
01
1[
Hill, Rt. 6 Bx. 143, Murray,
••!' •
uiztgalr
*FINE "G-RATED- FAMILY MOVIES* UNEDITED COMEDY
Robert A. Weatherly, 501 S.
SHOWS* SUPER SPORTS* ENTERTAINMENT
Enjoy FLORIDA Funi
EXTRAVAGANZAS AND MUCH. MUCH MORE'
6th, Murray, Larry H. Black,
COMPARE AND SAVE
Rt. 1 Bx. 442, Murray, Khan
South Seas Sty/e
*compare HBO & Cablevision excitement with traditional summer
M. Zahir,, 1323 Olive, Murray,
TV fare *compare a whole month of HBO movies is a fraction of
Co
in SARASOTA \
Mrs. Patricia A. Robertson,
the cost of only one family-night-at-the-movies
'pc„: From Warner Bros 0A Warner Communications
Hwy. 641 Paris, Tenn., Mrs. •
*uncut, commercial-free entertainment * staggered-program
_The Murray-CalIo way
Iftrii.tew4 flt
.
scheduling!* improved Cablevision reception
Vicki J. Crick, Rt. 2 Bx. 144-A,
County - Senior • Citizen
YOUR "GET SET" OFFER...
Murray, Joe Lovett, Rt. 8"," hold open house on TIP, iy,
A BIG DISCOUNT
CAME
HE
Taylor,
A.
Mscie
Mrs.
Benton,
t
tOet
w']
Closi
"
May 29, at the Ellis ( .nHOME FOR
Mrs.
E $10.00
Tenn.,
Mexico
...SAY
of
Dover,
2,
Gulf
Rt.
on
Shorefront
7:15,
munity Center.
5 Bx. 110,
Rt.
Brittain,
Obera
11 you ord.' now
0490 Connorhon
/9,2
//.9
on
i
HALLOWEEN
9:00
The public is invited
All
gel Cobloyition tonnoy lion lot
it you don 1 hov• Coblewsion now
Murray, William E. Barnhill, between the hours of 12 noon to
Enjoy fun-filled days, magical nights on beautiful Lido Beach,
Now
cannot-4d MEI
MOO
pet
ond
00
SS
one of the world's finest Don't miss Sarasota's
Rt. 2 Bx. 151, Buchanan, 2 p.m. On display will be iliany
other attractions, Circus Hall of Fame,
Tenn., Mrs. Lydia J. Claridge, arts and crafts made bs,
Ringling Museuni, Jungle Garden-fishing,
the,
Rt. 5 Bx. 434-El, Murray, senior citizens.
sailing. water-skiing.
Samuel B. Bagwell, 315 N.
C‘isijj
Relax in comfort . ,••0 in the sun.
YES!I'M GETTING SET TO BEAT THE
17th, Mayfield, Mrs. Flora E.
swim in the pool and db11,4sip cocktails
7:15,
641 N i ,-fltra Ir
SUMMER RE-RUNS.
. at the musical beach bar, lunch on the
6 Bx. 214, Murray,
Rt.
Harris,
Please call me for a prooroty HBO installation (check one)
9:15
tio Polynesian American cuisine
p
N.
800
Troy Nickles (expired),
rry already oCobAomHion strtrovroban now / wont 140 iuswthw•tondoe
On WedrieSliF/V
Golf, tennis nearby. All new rooms
[Endo Thur.'
no,. -Sly 4490 II 16 95.. odchtion 10 rni bolOr Cot:derision chatty* 111
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
20th, Murray, Claudie B.
Color
,
Ow Geo ter &tor
with Gulf views. effic suites
and
sore $1000 on the regular connection rho,p• with
Diabetes
,(I
South
ng
Exciting
Venable (expired), Fern
TV, air conditioni
I want HBO and Cablevlsoon to get the most from my summer TV
Pressure checks for s, r,ior
scene
a
Polynesian
Seas decor sets
Terrace, Murray.
LEE MAJORS
viewing I understand the monthly charge or HBO and Cablevi.kion is
__AB
'oUIIIRAY
fI'rr,,_
citizens over 60 years of age
of faraway vacation enchantment
0.,0.
00 and gco HBO rer,,,.
S14 90 iii 9•1 Cobloylsion ronnoctod
THE
7:90
I
oHiff
at
Mr with the Oiti
the Douglas
will be taken
. :-•
,NORSEMAIS
121 South
.
)
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Home Phone
Name
Community. Center on Wedw.
ohrc,napll now.
Write p
Apt
$ AKU TIKI INN/BEST WESTERN
nesday, May 30.
Address
DepLelf76
Dr.ye
Frankhn
a 1SS4 Ben)
Zip
[Wells Thurs.
State
• The checks will begin at 10
i odo Reach, Sarasota. Florida 31577
City
1- 1 ..Fou.asoi serwiTrie- bioniires. rates
021‘
388-50
T-1514
388
Work Phone
(813)0
'MOS Usually Home
a.m. and persons are
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Clip and mail coupon to
requested not to eat breakfast
If Name_ ._ _
Mrs. Sylvia Doores of
if they plan to lake the I /leeks.
Address
I Pi Pi
Murray Cablevision
00. Kirksey has been dismissed
•
•
•
•
•EV.VIII:.!•
•
•
The usual luncheon is ill be
Don IMi,. ono16or •••••It &MOO, Nurryr Offer trowel 6 I /9
Sarasota, Florida 33577
Zip
State,
City,
from
Hospital,
Lourdes
0/16, Good In Co6194 6,90. CfrOy
•
served at 12 noon ,rthe
lie
Paducah.
•
•
•
center.

Pattie Craig And
Donna Orr Named

4

Jackson Purchase
Society Will Meet

S
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Murray Country Club Ladies

SEASON PASSES

Golf Play To Be Wednesday

Passes are On Sale At

I

Legion Mary
Holds Meeting

The Murray-Calloway
Co. Park Office

•
•
•
• * •

Single Pass-$20.00
Family Pass-45.00

tonite's movies

Ciwo,

FURCHES

(

Senior
Citizens

BEYOND

Open House

THE POSEIDON
ADVENTURE

Planned At Center

ASCU T11141

CALL TODAY!
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Golden Anniversary
Event To Be Sunday
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Rel.. and Mrs. Audrey M. Thanias

The Rev. and Mrs. Audree M. Thomas, 803 Sha-Wa Court,
Murray, will be honored on their golden wedding anniversary
with a reception on Sunday, June 3, from 3 to 5 p.m. at the
home of Chaplain kind Mrs. Harold B.,Howard,804 North 20th
Street, Murray. The event will be hosted by their daughter,
Mrs. Millen(Jean)Fisher.
No invitations will be sent and all friends and relatives are
invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring
gifts.
The couple was married June 8, 1929, in the home of the
bride at Browns Grove. by the late Rev. L. V. Henson with
Ruby Harrison Mrs. A. L. Love) and the late Rev. Gilbert
Smith as their attendants.
Mrs. Thomas is the former Mae Rogers, daughter of the
late. Noah H. Rogers and Mollie Stokes Rogers. The Rev.
Thomas is the son of the late f, M. Thomas and Ethel
Drinkard Thomas.
The Rev. Thomas is a retired member of i he Oregon-Idaho
Conference Of the 'United Methodist -Church, • and Mrs.
Thomas is a retired school teacher. The couple resided for 16
years in Jackson, Tgnn., where Mr. Thomas was Director of
Youth Work of the Mer7mhis Conference for four years and on
the'administrative -Staff of Ilattihuth College for 12 years. In
1949 Mr. Thomas transferred: to Idaho where he served
pastorates for 18 years.
The daughter, son-in-law, and granddaughter, Dr. and
Mrs. Milton Fisher and Jessica Fisher, reside in Durham, N.
C.

Ruth Warren Group Plans
Events At Meet At Church

nd

t
)
r.
-

The Ruth Warren Group of
the Baptist Women of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
met at the church on Tuesday,
May 8,for the regular monthly
meeting with Ave Watkins,
president, presiding.
. Members voted to have the
Senior Citizens luncheon on
June 24 in the church
fellowship hall following the
morning worship service. This
will be the June Mission
'Action Project. The food will
be furnished by members of
the Ruth Warren Group.
A discussion was also held
about a birthday gift for the
girl the group sponsors at the
Glendale Children's Home. It
was decided to call a speCial
meeting after church to take
up a special offering for the
gift.
The group then joined the
Gladys Williamson and Olga
Hampton Groups for the
special program.
The Rev. Rennie Adams,
pastor of Poplar Spring
Baptist Church, gave a' slide
presentation on Guatemala.
He worked there as a
tnissionary on three different
occasions, the last being in
January of this year. A
question and answer period

followed his program. A
display of clothing and other
articles made by the people of
Guatemal was also shown.
Refreshments were served
by the Gladys Williamson
Group.
The next meeting of the
Ruth Warren Group will be
held on June 12 at the home of
Carolyn Carroll.

Of Interest lo

Senior
Citizens
Three Groups WillHold Potluck Meet
The Hamlin, New ConCord,
and Haiel Senior Citizens will
hold its annual potluck luncheon at Paris Landing State
Park on Thursday, May 31.
This is open to all interested
senior citizens, according to
Annette Burnham, director
for thee griliitiS, For' Information or transportation,
persons may call 436-5364.

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One SpecialPrice.
TUESDAY
Siiztin Sirloin si al neuter

MONDAY
Chormed Steal'

binner

WEDNESDAY
Chicken Fried
Steak Dinner
II

Monday, May 28
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church with Trooper Richard
Wright as speaker. Each is
asked to bring cookies or
snacks for the social hour.

Tuesday, May 29
of
MurrayMeeting
Calloway County Senior
Citizens Advisory Board has
been changed to June 5 due to
the Primary Election.

79

ye got your choice
Toast
of a Baked Potato or French Friesn
any Drink, and a trip to our Soup
Salad Bar

Then each day you

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Quality that keeps Imo comin back.,
Bel-Air Center
Murray

Parents Anonymous is
scheduled to meet at 7:15 p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
For information call 759-1792
Woodmen of the World, will
or 753-9261.
meet at the home of Donna
Murray Country Club Garland at 7 p.m.
Memorial Day events will
Tuesday, May 29
include golf at 4 p,m. with Mr.
Auditions for "To Kill A
and Mrs. Tom Muehleman in
charge, and potluck at 7 p.m. Mockingbird" by the Murraywith Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lafser Calloway County Community
Theatre will be held from 3:30
in charge.
to 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
All offices in the Calloway
County Court House will be
closed today for the Memorial
Open house for "Older
Day holiday.
American Month" will be held
at the Ellis Community Center
Tuesday, May 29
Murray TOPS ,,,(take off from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
pounds sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Wednesday, May 30
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Blood
and
Diabetes
Women's Pressure Check will be held at
--Christian
Fellowship of First Christian Douglas Community Center
Church will meet at 7 p.m.-tit for any persons over 60 years
the church library with Marie .10age at 10 a.m. Please do not
Taylor, pianist, to present the eat breakfast if planning to
have the check.
program.

'Deck -A• bbt
By Abigail Van Buren

Call

Son Smirches
Mother's Day.

Wednesday, May 38
St. Leo's Women's Guild will
have a luncheon at Paris
Landing State Park with the
group to leave the church
parking lot at 11:15 am,

Thursday, May 31
Hamlin, New Concord, and
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have their annual potluck at
Paris Landing State Park. For
transportation or information
persons may call 436-5364.

"Hour of Power" program
with Mrs. Mary Virginia
Parrish of Hopkinsville as
speaker will be at First United
Methodist Church at 7:15 p.m.
The publics invited.

Luncheon will be held at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 12 noon. Reservations at $1.25 per person
should be made by calling the
library by Wednesday.

Miss Barbara Keeh bride
elect of Danny Osbron, was
honored with a gift-tea on
Saturday, May 19 at the
United
Story's' Chapel
Methodist Church. The
hostesses for the prenuptial
occasion were the ladies of the
church.
Miss Keel chose from her
trousseau a gold qiana dress,
and she was presented a
corsage of multi-colored roses
with rainbow ribbon.
The guest register was
attended by Miss Sabrina
Myers. The table which was
covered with a green dacron
cloth, contained the wedding
book, a red plume pen, and a
miniature arrangement of
white rosebuds in a silver
budvase. The rosebuds were
tied with rainbow ribbon and
streamers, accenting the
bride elect's chosen, colors
which correspond with her
planned garden rainbow
wedding.
The receiving line was
composed of he honoree, her
mother, Mrs. Fred Keel, and
the groom-elect's mother,
Mrs. Henry Jones, who
received corsages of white
rosebuds with rainbow ribbon.
Grandmothers of the brideelect, Mrs. Ira Keel and Mrs.
Lessie Pickard, with Mrs.
Chesley Guthrie, Mrs. Audrey
Reaves, Mrs. Cletus Ward,

and Mrs. Howard Lowe
greeted the guests,
Miss Trilby Evans, Mrs.
Michael Keel, and Mrs. Carl
Keel received the gifts and
arranged them on the gift
tables, which contained
bridemaid's dolls dressed in
rainbow colors and various
colored arrangements of
roses.
Mrs. LaMaurr Britt, Mrs,
Bill Travis, and Mrs. Macon
Trousdale presided at the
appointed refreshment table,
which was overlaid with a
spring green linen cloth. The
centerpiece was a four branch
candelabrum on a marble
base which encircled a floral
arrangement of rainbowcolored flowers. Punch and
cake in orange, green, and
yellow were served with nuts
and mints from a silver appointments. The decorated
cake which rerrikined on the
refreshment table during the
tea was given to Miss Keel.
The hostesses presented
Miss Keel with plates of her
chosen temper-ware with
handmade place mats, a
recipe book, cutlery set,
teakettle, iron skillet, oblong
casserole in a basket, towel
sets, and one of her favorite
large pictures of, a tiger.
One- hundred thirty-five
guests attended or sent gifts.

DEAR ANNOYED: For many, needlework is therapy. It
calms the nerves and provides an occupation for restless
fingers that otherwise might be holding a cigarette, for
example.
Of course, most speakers prefer the undivided attention
of everyone in the audience but, given a choice, I'd rather be
nettled by needles than smokers.
P.S. People who bring needlework to lectures must need
In for some reason. So try a little tenderness.)
DEAR ABBY: I would appreciate your help about a
matter that has puzzled me for years.
When ordering flowers for a -funeral, what kind of
message should be written on the card? Most important of
all, to whom should the message be addressed'? For example.
"Rest in Peace, Mary," or "Sweet Dreams, John"?
Or should the flowers be sent to the nearest of kin? If
that's the proper way, have you any ideas about what to put
on the, card?
.
For years I have kept my ignorance about this to myself.
but recently I learned that there are many among my acquaintances who are as ignorant as I, so you'd be helping a
lot of people by printing your answer. Thank you.- • "
WANTS TO KNOW

DEAR ABBY: I always thought that Mother's Day was a
day to remember one's OWN mother. I am my husband's
sweetheart, companion, partner and helpmate but I am NOT
his mother!
I hope that Jerry and I never start calling each other
-Mother" and "Dad" like some couples we know. And we
certainly don't intend To exchange gifts on Mother's Day and
Father's Day.
WITH IT IN WYOMING
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Oki." Send 81 with a long.
self-addressed, stamped (29 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Leahy Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Mr. and lIrs. .Norman McGee
In celebration of their 50th wedding, anniversary on
Thursday, Ma/ 31, Mr. and Mrs. Norman McGee, North Fifth
Street, Mayfield, will renew their wedding at the First
Baptist Church, Mayfield, aC 7 p.m. The officiating minister
will be the Rev. John Huffman.
Friends and relatives are invited to the ceremony and to
he reception which will follow at the home of their son-in-law
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Barlow, Campbell Court,
Mayfield,
Mrs. McGee is the former Rebecca Palmer, daughter of"
the late Mr. and Mrs. Lake Palmer, and Mr. McGee's
parents were the late Mr. and Mrs. Delmus P. McGee, all of
Mayfield.
They were married on May 31, 1929, at the Baptist Church
parsonage with the Rev. W. T. Spicer officiating. Their attendants were Norris McGee, now of Glasgow, and Martha
Harris Webb, Louisville.
They are the parents of one daughter, Mrs. Barlow,and the
grandparents of Mark Barlow, Lexington, and Brad Barlow,.
Mayfield.
The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.

RAIN, TOP, CARCOATS

INSURED
SUMMER
STORAGE

allJones
MarshRect
MODS G000

Common
Council

DEAR Wt/NDERING: Thank your son for remembering
you on Mother's Day. And the next time you see him, ask
him who selected that gift.
DEAR ABBY: During our company's recent sales conference, a number of wives sat in on some of the workshops.
While the speakers were delivering their talks I noticed
-several women doing nc-Alepoint as though they were comfortably sitting in their own sewing rooms. t
This certainly must be a distraction (if not_arijasult)in the.
speaker.
I commend those wives for showing an interest in their
husbands' work by attending the sessions, but shouldn't
they have shown more respect for the speakers by leaving
. .
their needlework at home?
ANNOYED IN V.A.

Celebration Planned
By Mayfield Couple

Miss Barbara Keel Is
Honored At Gift-Tea

DEAR ABBY: How does a mother thank her 23-year-old
sonlor a most inappropriate Mother's Day gift? He sent me
a T-shirt with a very vulgar message printed across the
front. (It did have the word "Mother- in it, but it's so
obscene I can't write it and, if I could, you couldn't print
can't Aderstand a gift like this. I've never worn a T-shirt in
my life.
• My son is married and lives in another state. At first I
thought maybe his wife picked it out because she has a
coarse and somewhat twisted sense of humor. However, my
son's signature was on the card that came ,with it, so apparently he knew what was being sent.
What should I do?
WONDERING IN N.J.

d Co the
DEAR WANTS: Flowers should be add
family of the deceased. An appropriate message would be.
"With loving thoughts." Or,"My heartfelt condolences." Or
simply, "With love," followed by the signature of the
sender.
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Events Listed For Community Calendar

Dexter Senior Citizens will
not meet due to the Primary
Books Election.
Great
Adult
DiScussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
Ellis Center will be open
Public Library.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Hazel Community Center Senior Citizens. Call 753-0929
will be closed today.
for information.
scheduled
Recovery, rITc7,1s
"Animal Sounds Concert"
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the will be featured at 3 p.m. at
Health Center, North Seventh Center Station, Land Between
and Olive Streets.
the Lakes.
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Paid For By marshal! Jones
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one OUR
DRY

cLeaneRs

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO PERFECTION
GOOD ALL WEEK
ON HANGERS
,OR FOLDED

Central Shopping Center
Open 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Phone 753-9084
6 Days A Week

1st 00SA00
00
LE
2-$50 Gift Certificates
To Be Given Away
-Drawing Sat. June 2 You Do Not Have To Be Present To Win

Bargains Throughout The Store
Selected Items

1/2 price

Uniforms & Sportswear
All Spring & Summer

Blazers, long Sleeve Blouses

Mix or Match
Coordinates

Handbags

1/3 off
Scarves
Other.Bargains
Throughout
The Store

1/3 off
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Looking Back

an I unit!

10 Years Ago

The Sales Tax:
Whose Is It?

Calloway County voters rejected the
school tax for the improvement of
county elementary schools and a
merger withthe city school system by a
vote of about 2 to 1 in yesterday's

Successful candidates in the
FRANKFORT — The one certain other services for Kentucky and had no
primary etOction here
Democratic
issue the Democrats are going to use in trouble passing the three percent levy.
included Guy Lovins, representative;
the fall campaign is the two percent This was under the guise of paying for
Robert 0. Miller, county judge; Clyde
increase in the sales tax voted under
the soldiers' bonus.
sheriff; James H. Blalock,
Steele,
Gov. Louie B. Nunn in the 1968
Nunn's
Democrats always carp about
clerk; Marvin Harris,
court
circuit
legislature.
five cents, when he only added two out
clerk; Don Overbey, pity
court
county
Its a fake issue on its face because
a
predominatly
A necessity, and it was
judge; Wayne Flora, Lauds C. Hale, K.
the Democrats are going to talk about
Democratic legislature that voted this
B. McCuiston, and Martin Young,
Nunn's five percent sales tax and not
extra two cents.
magistrates; Haron B. West, P. Alfred
mention that the Democrats put on the
Before Combs came into office,
Prentice L. Lassiter, Preston
Lindsey,
first three cents in 1960.
campaigned
candidates had always
A. B. Crass, Rex Alexander,
Ordway,
all
Truth of the matter is it's a tax for
poor mouth, no new taxes, etc. KenRudy Allbritten, Roy C. Starks,
James
Kentuckians.
in
barrel
the
of
bottom
tucky. was at the
Richard Tuck, Howard Koenen, Mrs. C
Ask yourself this question. If it were
education and almost all other services
C. Lowry, and Mrs. Opal Smith, city
not for the sales tax, where would
almost
were
taxes
Our
for the people.
councilmen; Sid Easley, county atKentucky be financially with regardto_ —nil. Let it be said to Combs' credit that
torney; Huel Jones, jailer; Charles
services for the people, especially
he taught Kentucky to think big. We
Hale, tax commissioner; Holmes Ellis,
education?
would still be at the bottom of the barrel
mayor; Max Churchill, coroner.
Speaking fairly, the sales tax was
without the sales tax.
Deaths reported include Miss Emily
conceived in deceit and born in subThank goodness, since Nunn was
Wear, 80, Mrs Nora
Elizabeth
terfuge. Democratic Gov. Bert T.
governor, the improved economy and
93, Ira Holland,
Chambers,
Youngblood
Combs levied the first three cents.
first
inflation have permitted Kentucky
75.
Brent,
Ben
and
93,
When Nunn came into office in
to remove the sales tax from
Dr. C. C. Lowry spoke on "Reasons
December 1967,the state faced a deficit
'yaw &our 50ME Ca. CN 7WE3E 726vifizs-D pig7k y
prescription drugs and in the next
Belonging TO A Civic Club and The
For
of $25 million, and,,it was necessary to
session from take-home groceries. The
It Carries" at the
Responsibilities
levy the additional two cents to balance
largest
our
of
sales tax is still one
Lions Club.
Murray
the
of
meeting
the budget by June 30, the end of the
revenue producers. Our income and
conversation with Stark Erwin
"Nice
biennium, to meet the mandate of
small.
property taxes are
this morning at breakfast. He's a hard
Kentucky's constitution.
Gov. Wendell Ford Levied a
working fellow," from the column,
the
Let's take the statement, "Conceived
increased
and
coal
on
severance tax
& Heard Around Murray" by
"Seen
.mime
in deceit and born in subterfuge."
gasoline tax two cents per gallon to
C. Williams.
James
the
First off, Gov. A. B. "Happy"
took
it
when
loss
the
for
up
make
Heartline is a service for senior
to
continue
so
can
I
that
requirements
a
Chandler was faced with demand for
sales tax off prescription drugs.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
receive my full Social Security
a soldiers' bonus in 1957. He worried
Gov. Julian Carroll has increased the
questions and solve problems—fast. If
I would like to be able to make
benefits.
Elected as members of the Murray
session
the
1958 legislative
through
severance tax on coal.
or a problem not
question
a
have
you
plans
my future income. Do you
for
City Council in the Democratic primary
Dear Editor:
without providing one.
Now, who are the taxers? This is
answered in these columns, write
know, at this time, what the allowed
This is to acknowledge, with
election were Lester Nanny, Joe Dick,
He could have levied a sales tax to
what Kentuckians must think about
East
114
Dayton
Heartlbie,
West
Street,
income
will be for the next several
Prentice Lassiter, Charles Baker,
gratitude, your recent contribution to
finance the bonus but he had run in 1935
when the Democrats come out this fall
Akrlandria, Ohio 45381. You will
years? It would really help me to
work
the
of
Line.
Alfred Young, and Maurice Crass,
Need
We
appreciate
that
to win his first term on the promise of
charge
with their hypocritical
receive a prompt reply, but you must
know.—R.E.
so very much your support of our work
ward A; Ben Grogan, James Rudy
taking off the sales tax put on by Gov.
Nunn levied the five percent sales tax.
include a stamped, self-addressed
For Social Security beneficiaries
Richard Tuck, Leonard
the
among
people
this
Allbritten,
of
It
community.
ROverstreet
Ruby Laffoon. He took it off.
As Rep. Raymond
envelope. The most useful replies will
over the age of 65, the allowed earnings
is because of people like you that we are
Vaughn, Marvin Harris, and Frank
Hapy didn't want the onus of putting
Liberty, replied to a quip from Rep.
be printed in this column.
for 1979 is $4,500. This will be increased
able to continue this work.
Lancaster, ward B.
on a sales tax to pay the bonus.
Mary Ann Tobin, D-Irvington, in this
and
retired
recently
I
HEARTLINE:
in 1980 to $5,000,and in 1981 to $5,500;
We
thank you for being our friend in
Ernest Wade Underwood,formerly of
So Happy came up with the idea of
year's special session, "Republicans
am drawing Social Security. I know my
and 1982 toliein.„Pfter 1982, the $6,000
has received an all expense
in
supporting
us
-that
Murray,.
order
we
a
be
may
Gents
putting £1 boncl..issue on the ballot,
two
our
repeal
will be glad to
son, who is 19, will be able to draw if he
level would etribcreased automatically
friend to others.
fellowship for the annual General
financed by a sales tax, to pay the
sales tax when you Democrats agree to
goes to college. The rule says he will, if
as wage levels rise. The annual exempt
In appreciation,
Electric Fellowship Program in
bonus. He thought the people of Kenrepeal your three cents."
student. Just what does
full-time
a
i,s
he
in those years for beneficiaries
amount
Mathematics for Secondary School
Nelle Eaton., ..
tucky would defeat it.
Final thought. You couldn't repeal
this mean?—P.R.
under age -6L., would be increased
at Purdue University,
Secretary
Teachers
Corresponding
The nation was in a recession at this
the
of
vote
a
to
it
put
you
if
tax
the sales
A full-time student is one who is in
autornadCally as wage levels rise. The
Need Line Association
Lafayette, Ind, this summer. He LS a
time and, the coal fields of Kentucky
people, for Kentucky would be
allowed amount of earnings in 1979 for
attendance at a day or evening course
teacher at a junior-senior high school,
were in dire straits. Bert Combs was
bankrupt.
an
at
(non-correspondence
persons under age 65 is $3,480. This is
Akron, Ohio.
running against Harry Lee. Waterfield,
educational institution and is carrying
expected to rise to $3,72(fin 1980; $3,960
-106
Billy G. Hurt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
supported by Chandler. Chandler had
in 1981, and $4,200 in 1982.
a course load considered full-time by
defeated Combs for governor four
Wilburn --Hurt, and William Nold
the institution's standards and pracHeartline had available a • book that
years before. •
McElrath, son of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
tices. The course of study must last at
explains
in
easy-to-understand
The ballot question never stated the
McElrath, will receisie degrees at the
least 13 weeks and the beginning and
language the most common facts of the
Theological
Baptist
Southern
amount of the sales tax to be levied.
ending weeks may be counted as full
Social Security program. To order,
Surprise of surprises, the bonus issue
Seminary, Louisville. Hurt will receive
weeks.
send $2.00 to Heartline's Guide to Social
the Bachelor of Divinity and McElrath,
passed thanks to a heavy vote in
HEARTLINE: I ./111) age -63 and
Securtiy, P.O. Box 11934, Chicago, Ill.
Eastern Kentucky, Combs' native
the Master of Theology.,,
Jennings
Kerby
and
two
am
I
Dorothy
Security.
Social
By
60611.
retired on
territory, and Combs won the _goverBirths reported include a boy to Mr.
years older than my husband. He inCopyright. 1971
HEARTIJNE: I have heard that
and Mrs. James Yearn, and a boy to
norship.
•-•-•-•-•+.4r4.4-4.444-4444
and
years
two
about
in
retire
to
Social
tends
Security
recipients can have
Now,for the subterfuge part. Combs
Mr. and Mrs. John Higgins.
their Social Security checks deposited
draw his Social Security. We have two
Tuesday night a band was riding in the Kirksey section but no
took the vote for the bonus to mean a
Joe Nell Rayburn was elected
children drawing dependent children's
directly into their hank accounts. I am
report is made of any person being molested. This band called at
mandate from the people to levy the
president of the Murray Toastmistress
a railroad retiree and wonder if I can do
benefits now on my account. When my
sales tax to pay the bonus: A half cent
Club at the meeting held at the Murray
John Washer's home,.but not for the purpose of molesting him. Mr.
the same, and, what is the procedure
husband retires, his retirement benefit
tax would have paid the bonus over a 30Woman's Club House.
Washer refused to tell anything of the conversation he had with
will be higher than my benefit, but mine
involved in doing this.—W.S.
year period since it is a growth tax,
members of the band.
is higher than the percentage I would
Railroad retirees can have their
increasing with inflation. However,
I
So,
wife.
his
as
M.
c•
record
Mt
and
his
D.
on
sons
and
receive
annuity
Hendricks
checks deposited directly in
S.
D.
visited
Riders
Night
and
of
need
education
Combs saw the
Swann Parks, James Summers,
any bank or similar financial
plan to continue drawing my own
Daniel Wednesday night and told them to join the Association. They
would
children
the
Palmer, Lubie Parrish,
However,
benefits.
Edward
do
To
organization.
this,
take
your
next
POLITICIANS
TO
WRITE
were in town today and pledged their crops. Mr. Hendricks and
Jeanette Paschall, and Hazel Byers,
annuity check from the Board to where
receive a higher benefit on his record.
As a service to our readers, The
Mr. McDaniel stated that there were about 75 in the band and that
you do your banking and have them
Calloway County 4-H Club members.
What I want to know is, if I keep my
Times
&
Ledger
Murray
to
said
done
was
or
'nothing
and
very
kindly
treated
were
they
able
be
children
the
will
won honors at the District Contest held
complete
benefits,
the
own
direct
deposit
form.
This
periodically publishes the addresses
at Paduqah, and will now participate in
should solve any future problems you
to switch and draw benefits from my
indicate any desire to do them harm. of the state and federal elected
he
when
account
might have in receiving your annuity
the stat4 4-H Junior Week, Lexington,
husband's
representatives serving our 'area.
Mr. John B. Fulton of Kirksey was in Paducah this morning
checks on time.
June 7-11.
retires?—W.F.
FEDERAL LEVEL
arranging to sell or move his stock of general merchandise fromchildren's
drawing
if
Yes,
dependant
Deaths reported include Mrs. Eliza
representative
Any senator or
Kirksey. He had been notified that if he did not do certain things
Salyers, 77.
benefits on his account would give them
may be reached through the
his property, would be burned and he would be whipped. Mr.
Authority
Tennessee
higher benefits, then they would be able
Valley
cOngressional switchboard, 202-224to Switch.
payments in lieu of taxes will amount to
Fulton says he is a law abiding citizen and that he intends to leave
'3121.,
HEARTLINE: I have never worked
$3,962.19 in Calloway County for the
Here are the mailing addresses:
the community, infested by Night Riders . . . All telephone wires
under Social Security. If I wanted to
fiscal year ending June 30, according to
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
leading into Kirlcsey were out 'Friday night.
purchase Medicare coverage, how
George F. Grant, TVA general
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
An interesting order issued to members by the Association dimuch would it cost me^—T.D.
manager.
D. C. 20510
2 acres of tobacco
1
From July 1978, to June 1979, you a
rected that all members would be restricted to 7/
Elected as officers of the Murray
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
would have to pay $63 per month for
Training School Chapter of the Future
2 additional acres for
1
for_every:50 acres owned or controlled and 2/
4107 Dirksen Building
Medicare Hospital Insurance (Part
Homemakers of America are Verona
Washington, D. C. 20510
each additional 50 acres owned or controlled, thus effecting the
and $8.20 per month for Medicare
"A")
Smith, Julia Fuqua, Euva Nell
753-1852
Murray Field Office,
first instance in. Calloway County's history of controlled acreage
Medical Insurance (Part "B"). These
Boggess, Ola Mae Hutchins, Bobbie
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
in
1930's.
a
-policy
the
became
federal
which
allotments
will be changed in June.
amounts
Hutson, Ilene Tinsley, Barbara
Bldg.
Office
204 Cannon House
HEARTLINE: I have been drawing
Towery, Mary Williams, and Marlene
- In a scathing lengthy five-column editorial the following week
Washington, D. C. 20515
•
Swann.
Social Security retirement for almost a
STATE LEVEL
in the Murray Ledger entitled "The Real Condition in Callovsav
still employed partThe Murray High School baseball
am
I
and
year,
'State legislators may be reached
the
a
of
Association
editor
presented defen4e
as well
County," the
team beat Arlington in the opening
time. Due to the kind of job I have,
in Frankfort when the General
as the dignity of the community in his capacity as spokesman. The
game of the First Regional Baseball
there is opportunity for advancement
Assembly is in session by dialing 1entire article is presented for a better understanding of the general
Tournament at Paducah. Paul
over the years. I am trying to stay
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
income
allowed
Blankenship was the Murray pitcher.
the
within
situation existing in the edition of April 9, 1908:
of the State Capitol Building,
The
team will meet Barlow-Kevil in the
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
in
forth
and
this
set
aim
my
to
article in a
desire
"It is zny
addresses of state legislators
the
but
way
real conditions existing
comprehensive
simple and plain
serving Calloway Couoty are:
refute
and
the
the charges made
time
at
County,
in
same
Calloway
Weisenberger
Sen. Richard
By The Associated Press
my limited way
in
and
this
of
correct
county
against the people
Route 7
And Jesus knew their thoughts, and
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
the slanderous, false and damnable accusations that have been pubsaid unto them, Every kingdom divided
crippled the economy.
Today is Monday, May 28, the 148th
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
against itself is brought to desolation;
lished and herald to the world.
One year ago: President Carter's
day of 1979. There are 217 days left in
201 S. 3rd Street
and every city or house divided against
for National Security Affairs
Assistant
the
year.
Murray, Ky. 42071
To Be Continued
itself shall not stand. — Matthew 12:25.
Zbigniew Brzezinski called for an inhistory:
in
Today's
highlight
How often Cht-istians waste their
ternational response to Soviet and
On this date in 1940, in World War II,
'
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lvi. p..•
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energies squabbling with other
•,,/et +1104••V •01.4. -111
Cuban military intervention in Africa.
more than 300,000 Allied troops began
Christians over insignificant details of
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their evacuation from Dunkirk, France
oin i.i.i when we should be joining
Warren Giles of baseball's National
as Belgium surrendered to German
forces to overcome the atheism and
ARRIVAL OF STATE:TROOPS AT MURRAY. KY.,
League LS 83 years old. Biologist Barry
invaders.
secularism found in our world.
Which Took Pali Wile.Maim Rider Trookile.
Commoner is 62. Publisher Barnet
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April 1908.
Rosset is 57.
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In times ofpeace...in times ofwar...men and women of
the armedforces have stood ready to protect our ideals
ofdemocracy. We will notforget their heroic deeds,for
they were done in the name offreedom. We cannotforget their loyal01,for itgave their struggle meaning,and
kept this nation strong. And we must notforget them,for
they gave their lives so that this nation might live. On
Memorial Day, let's pay grateful tribute to those who
lived, and died so courageousbtfor their country.

(Please Note: An attempt has been made to obtain a
complete list of Calloway County's war dead. If any of our
war dead are not listed here, please call the Ledger & Times
and their names will appear on the_next Memorial Day along
with the heroes listed here.)

World War II

World WarI
Robert Hart
Henry Cunningham
Carney Dunn
Holland J. Cole
Fred Sherman
011ie James "Pat" Clark
Ira Wade Creekmur

Korean War
Bobby Gene Burchett
M.C. Geurin, Jr.
Clarence Grogan
Bobby Joe Thornton
Chester Leon Pritchett
Billy Burkeen

Vietnam War
James Scarborough _
Billy L. Lauffer
Gary Wilkinson
Larry Hosford
Dickie G. Keeler
Ronnie Colson
Billy Wayne Reed
Edwin F. Sholar
James L. Futrell
Richard Glenn Willis

1/

Albert Bradford Armstrong Joe L. Lyles
Billy Ray Atkins
Lex `Lilliard, Jr.
John Brent Bedwell
James Talmadge Lovett
S.C. Byerly
Ellis Cartelle Lassiter
Thomas P. Crawford
Herman Maynard
Codie Campbell
Tom Moffitt
Alvin Calhoon
John Hugh Mason
Parvin Cook
Guy McDaniel
Coy H. Darnell
James F. McDougal
William H. Doran
Newbern McCullar
Lewis Chester Dodds
Raymond McDaniel
Ruble Leo Dunn.
William Thomas McCage
Hugh Grey Erwin
Gordon W. McCuiston
Ordest Houston Erwin
Preston Norman
Bailey Watson Dockery
Tom Olive
Kyle Brooks Ferguson
James Orville Osbron
William L. Edwards
James Knight Parker
Randall Griffin
James Ralph Pate
Max R. Guthrie
Daryl Parks
Henry Clay Garland
Herman Eddie Roberts, Jr.
Charlie T. Rowland
James Max Grogan
Rufus Griffin
Keith Ross
Earl V. Grogan
Robert Lee Skinner
Tommy Harris
Rufus G. Stubblefield
Eugene D. Hutchens
Chester Emery Stafford
Lilburn Van Huie
W.L.N. Simpson
Carlis C. Hurt
In M. Smith
Loyd G. Hodges
Hilton Stafford
C.C. Hughes
David Ewing St. John
James Hafford Smith
Edward Hopper
Joseph'Brown Wilson
Albert V. Hughes
Vernon Thompson
Cody Jones
Leland W. Thompson
Herschell C. Johnson
Edward West
Royce E. Jones
Billie Ray Walston
Orville Joseph Kuhn
Milburn Ray Wrye
Earl Knight
Charlie Cooper
Troy Ivel Lewis

Honoring All Who Galle'Their Lives
)

-
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Mears Captures 63rd Indy 500
By MIKE HARRIS
a heck of a job".
AP Sports Writer
Mears, who never ran
INDIANAPOLIS — The farther behind than sixth in
youngster they call "Rick the the competitive and nearly
Racer" ushered in a new era urunarred race, watched from
with a victory over the old the cockpit of his eightguard in the 63rd running of cylinder PenskeCosworth
the Indianapolis 500.
race cart,as the Unser brothers
"It's almost unbelievable," and Foyt in quick succession
said 27-year-old Rick Mears succumbed to mechanical
after overcoming the throt- problems.
tlejamming efforts Sunday of
First it was Al Unser,
A.J. Foyt and Al and Bobby
Unser, who among them have defending champion and a
at
winner
three-time
won nine Indy races.
-I had my hands full a few Indianapolis. The younger
times out there," Mears said. Unser led on 85 laps before a
"We had a little trouble with - cracked transmission seal
the tires midway through the ended his race and his bid to
race. We had a slow leak in - join Foyt as the only four-time_
one of them. But the crew did victor.

Surprised?

cylinder in the last few laps.
Then Bobby Unser moved to forget about him."
Then, on the last lap, my
day'§
lap,
the
190th
the
On
unon top and appeared
motor quit."
light
caution
yellow
beatable until 18 laps from the sixth
Danny Ongais wound up a
after
car
the
pace
out
brought
spectacular
end of the 200-lap
third, followed by
distant
Tom
'
runnerupyear's
when his dreams of a third last
Bobby Unser, Mike Mosley,
rn
third-tu
the
smacked
Sneva
a
with
ended
Indy triumph
rule former Indy winner Gordon
sudden loss of power as his wall. Under the bunch-up
Johncock and Howdy Holmes,
that meant
year,
this
adopted
broke.
gear
fourth
car's
Foy( was within reach of the only rookie in the race.
Mears, from Bakersfield,
As Bobby, Mears' team- Mears as the green flag was
got his first look at the
Calif.,
aprint
an
for
dropped
back
dropped
mate, suddenly
Motor Speedway
Indianapolis
go.
to
in the pack, there was Foyt, with four laps
two years ago. Last year, he
has
who
veteran
the wily
But it didn't happen. Not got into his first Indy race as
called Mears "the next A.J.
did Foyt slow down in the the fastest rookie in Speedway
only
hardcharging
The
Foyt."
history and earned a front-row
Texan moved past Unser into last two laps, but he wound up
coasting across the finish line. starting berth at better than
second place.
"There was no way I could 200 mph.
He was a full lap behind the
He ran as high as fifth in
leader, but Mears said, "I get him," Foy! said with a
race before engine
--chat
to
glad
just
.waS
"I
shrug..
there
knew Foyt was back
trouble knocked him out on the
somewhere and I wasn't going finishsecond after I dropped a
104th lap for a 23rd-place
finish. He shared co-rookie of
the year honors with Larry
Rice.
Mears followed up that
improbable opening by sizzling to the pole position this
year with a 193.736 mph
qualifying speed. That and the
race itself wer,e then virtually
forgotten as a series of intramural squabbles among
the U.S. Auto Club, the
dissident Championship Auto
Rorie
Lillian
match tear through the tories, but lost to
Racing Teams group and a
of Christian County 6-3, 6-3 in handful of unhappy car
,
tournament.
The Tigers' entry in boys the _. Saturday. morning owners- and drivers — upset
doubles, Mark Overbey and semifinals.
over the handling of a
Rorie later fell to Cheri technical ruling on power
Austin, advanced to the
finals before falling to the top- Simmons of Lone Oak, the top boost -that knocked their ears
seeded team of Barry Elliott seed,2-6,6-3,6-1 in the final.
out of the race — shook the
and Mark Stahr of Mayfield 6usually staid Speedway.
in
runner-up
The winner and
1; 6-4. Austin and Overbey
Mears, the first driver to
doubles
the
and
singles
the
dumped Nathan Row-ton and
win
from the pole position
state
the
to
advance
Cooper of Tilghman in the champion
will be since Johnny Rutherford in
which
tournament,
semis.
at 1976, averaged 158.899 mph,
Carol Dick, another Murray held Friday and Saturday
of Kentucky the fourth fastest in Indy
High netter, moved ,through the University
histary:Therecord is 162.962
Lexington.
in
courts
play Friday with two vicmph by the late Mark
Donohue in 1972.

Brett Warner Isn't After Capturing Regional
Singles Championship; Jackson-Outland Romp
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Even Brett Warner's father,
Charles, was a bit surprised at
his son's winning the boys
singles title in the Second
Region high school tennis
tournament Saturday.
"He gave up the sport for a
while, then- returned to it
about a year ago," said the
elder Warner. "I was surprised, but it was a pleasant
one."
Candy Jackson and Kathy
Outland, another Murray High
pair top-seeded in the girls
doubs 'raw, romped pact
the Christian County duo of
Fort and Boyd 6-0, 6-0 in the
final.
Brett. a Murray High
senior, dispatched of top seed
Kenny Sumner of Mayfield in
the sernifirdis, then edged
Marcus Cooper of St. Mary 5=
7, 6-1, 6-4 for the title at the
Murray State tennis complex.
Warner, a . groundstroker

who makes good use of topspin, wasn't taken aback by
his triumph, though he had
lost to Sumner earlier in the
year. -He beat me, but it was
just me second match," said
Warner. "I knew I had improved a lot, and I felt confident coming into the tournament." „
After dropping the first set
in the final, Warner said that
added depth on his groundstrokes was the differencie
over the final two. "I was
hitting a lot of shots in the
service box,and he was taking
advantage of it. so I tried to
make him work harder."
Jackson, Who teamed with
Robyn Burke last year to win
the state doubles title,Will try
again this year with Outland.
And their _ coach, Lanette
Hunt, feels they will be seeded
no lower than second in the
state draw.

Jackson and Outland Ittst
just five games in their three-

VOTE•

"owl\
.

William
"Bill"
Bailey
•••

No. 1 On The
Ballot
For Murray City Councilman
I Will Listen to the Voice of the People
Poliucal actvertiament paid by William Bailey. candidate
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Blanes Take Home
Title In Belles And
Beaux Tournament
John and Heather Blane of - 158; -followed by Alan Park
Hopkinsville fired a_ final- and Margaret Schmidt, 160;
round 71 to capture the sixth Don and Tammy Burton, 161;
annual Belles and Beaux team Bill and Ada Roberts, 162; Rob '
golf totrrn-ament at the Oaks and Jane Bradley, 163; and
Country Club yesterday with a Bob and Robbie LaMastus,
164.
138 total.
The first six places in each
The Blanes, the defending
were awarded prizes.
flight
play
opened
champions,
Tim Senising won the
Saturday with a five-underpar 67. They and Jerry and closest-to-the-hole comVicki McLeary tied at the end petition in the men's division,
of regulation of the rain- while Heather Blane won the
marred event, but the Blanes women's competition. In the
were declared winners after a long drive contest, Patsy Neal
was the winner among the
match of theAcorecards. _
Truman
Jasper and Betty Vowel] women, while
for the
tops
was
Whitfield
the
in
place
for
third
141
a
shot
championship flight, followed men.
by Jim and Carita Lamb of
Murray, 141; Jerry and
Carolyn Caldwell of Murray,
141; and Tim Senising and
Nancy Hester, 141.
John and Margaret Walker
won the first flight -with -a-147;
School
High
Murray
followed by Jim and Jean
Russell, 147; Smith and Nancy honored its spring sports
Chastin, 148; Bill and Nancy athletes during a banquet
Bogard, 148; J.C.' and Kathy Sunday afternoon at the West
McKinney, 148; and Delmer Kentucky Livestock and,
Exposition Center.
and Burlene Brewer, 150.
Coaches introduced their
Lawrence Fredrick and,
partner won the second flight teams, letter winners were
with a- 151, and Charlie and announced and special
Martha Ice took second with a recognition .was given to the
153. In third place was Lyle athletes who have or will
participate in 'tate tourand Dot Cannon, 153; followed
nament competion.
by Bill and Polly Seale, 154;
Hal and Mary Hunter, 154;
He added that special
and Mike and Jeanie Morgan; thanks goes to the Murray
155.
Athletic Booster Club and Bob
Gary and Martha Covey McDowell, president of the
captured the third flight with a organization.

Tiger Spring

No.
Brett Warner was actually signaling that a shot by his opponent, Marcus Cooper, was out
during play in the Second Rfgion high school tennis tournainent Saturday. gut Warner, a
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Murray High senior. went on t4win the boys singles title.

Largest Selection Ever On
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Full Sized Pickups

-

Last Of
In Addition To Parker's Regular Discount
You Receive From Ford Motor Company.

$

500F

UP
TO
ON AMERICA'S BEST-SELLING PICKUP

,

Banquet Held

COME TASTE A
REAL GOOD
TIME AT
SEVEN SEAS
Seven Seas is famous for the freshest of
North Atlantic and Gulf Coast Seafood.
Fresh Ky Lake Catfish and Sizzling
Steaks at refreshingly reasonable
prices Anytime you:re hungry, just feast
your taste buds on a delicious meal at
Seven Seas

FORD EXPLORER SPECIAL
Includes Metallic Paint
Custom Trim Package
Low-Mount Western hAusors
Chrome Grille Mag-Style
Wheel Covers Bright
Windshield Drip and
Bas.khyirt-Mcncengs Empiefef
-Hood Orniment
Cblor Keyed FORD
tailgate letters and more

Join
Murray State

University Coaches Ron
Greene, Steve Newton, Mike
Dill, and Carr McCalla for a fun
week of learning at the MSU

Mobil
Guide
quality noted

PACKAGE B

PACKAGE A

$150 OFF!

Includes Metallic Paint
Custom Trim Package
Low Mount Western Mirrors
Cbuime Grille Turbine
Wheel Covers Bright
Windshield Drip and
eer
r
--Fbeektrgen-Melearreis--einyte
-Becknght Mokdrngs--Elefrefe
Hood Ornament Color Hood Ornament Cold, D Tailgate
Keyed F
KeyecIF OR D Tailgate
Letters Power Steeling
Letters Power Steering
Automatic
Tin
Transmission
and
Automatic Transmission
Tilt Steering Wheel,
Steering Wheel Tinted
Glass Air Conditioning and
Convenience Group
OFF'

$200

_$300 OF"

Basketball Camp
June 17-22
LU

*Eas-1
Restaurant
753-4141
OPIN 4 hi
Wawa,441 II • DAYS A WM
• •

le)
A.

Foe fne F.net
Steak and Seafood

PACKAGE C

Includes Metallic Paint
Custom Trim package
Low-Mount Western Mirrors
Chrome Grille Mag-Style
Wheel Covers Bright
Windshield Drip ar.:,u

PACKAGE D
includes Mete',
Custom Trim Package
Low Mount Western Mirrors
Chrome Grille Turbine - -Wheel Covers Bright
Windshield Drip and
Hood Ornament
Color-Keyed F 0 at)
Tailgate Letters Power
Steenno Automatic
Transmission Tilt Steering
Wheel Tinted Glass Air
Conditioning Convenience
Group and Deluxe Pickup
Box Cover

$350 OFF!

COME ON IN TO OUR OPEN HOUSE FOR A GREAT DEAL

Cost is $135.00 for the one-week
session which includes room,
board, and tuition. For more
information, contact the
basketball office at
762-6804.

JERRY ALLEYNE

(Ormi)

FORD
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701 Main,'Murray
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Biting The Bullets
'Sonics Take 2-1 Lead In NBA Series With Victory

Murray High's Carol Dick prepares to return a
shot during her semifinal match Saturday in the Second Region
high school
tennis tournament. She lost in the semifinals.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE — Gus Williams
says the Seattle SuperSonics
can't start celebrating ... yet.
He knows the NBA defending champion Washington
Bullets play best when their
backs are against the wall.
"We can't relax. We have to
keep the pressure on," said
Williams after the Sonics
defeated the Bullets 105-95
Sunday to take a 2-1 lead in the
National
Basketball
Association's
best-of-seven
championship series.
The fourth game of the
series will be played Tuesday
night in Seattle's Coliseum
because the Kingdome, site of
Sunday's game that drew a
crowd of 35,928, is being used
for baseball.
Williams, who had 53 points
in the first two playoff games,
had 31 Sunday to pace all

Day Of Firsts. •Cruz Homers; Carew Angered
By the Associated Press
Sunday was a day of firsts in
the American League:
—Stan Pain delivered the
winning hit in his first 1979
appearance and rookie Chuck
Rainey hurled his first shutout
as the Boston Red Sox nipped
the Toronto Blue Jays l-41.
—Kansas City's Todd Cruz
belted his first • major league
homer, giving the Royals a 2-1
triumph over the Minnesota
Twins.

• out
er, a
Wilson

Rainey, making his sixth
start, scattered six hits as the
Red Sox edged Toronto and
pulled within two games of
first-place Baltimore in the
AL East. Papi, who suffered a
knee injury playing winter
ball, was playing in place of
shortstop Rick Burleson, who
began
a
three-game
suspension. He cracked a runscoring double off Jesse
Jefferson in the third inning
following Jerry Remy's twoout single.
"The hit feels good, just any
hit feels good, but I was hoping
it wasn't the game-winning hit
because that would have
meant we won 1-0 and it's too
hard to play in those kind of
games," said Papi, who was
acquired from Montreal.

AMERICAN LEAG171
—Newly acquired Ray
Burris notched his first AL
victory with 31-3 innings of
shutout relief as the New York
Yankees edged the Cleveland
Indians 5-4 after dropping the
doubleheader opener 5-0,
—California's Rod Carew
started after a heckler in the
stands for the first time in his
long career and Chicago's
Wayne Nordhagen, normally
a catcher-outfielder, made his
pitching debut as the Angels
swept the White fsox A-r. 9-1.
—The red-hot Baltimore
Orioles lost more than one
game in a row for the first
time since April 18, dropping a
5-1, 10-3 double-header to the
Detroit Tigers.
Elsewhere, the Oakland A's
_nipped
the
Milwaukee
Brewers 2-1 and the Texas
Rangers beat. the Seattle
Mariners 7-3.

Indians 5-4, Yankees 0-5
Pinch hitter, Lou . Piniella
cracked a tie-breaking home
run in the eighth inning and
Burris
provided
some
muthneeded relief as the
Yankees ended a three-game
losing streak in the nightcap.
The Indians won the opener 5-0
for their fourth victory in a
row as Hick Wise spaced five
hits and Paul Dade drove in
three runs with a homer,
single and sacrifice fly. Loser
Ron Guidry, 25-3 a year ago,
dropped to 4-4 and suffered a
hamstring pull when he
slipped on the mound just
before yielding two runs in the
third inning.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
James Rodney Richard isn't
old yet, even by baseball
standards, but he feels he is
getting ripe.
Last season, the hardthrowing Houston Astros
pitcher led the National
League in strikeouts with 303
— a record for NL righthanders — but he also led the
league in walks allowed with
141.
At age 29, he seems to have
solved some of his control
problems. In 79 innings this
season, he has walked 28 —
just one in his last 16 innings.
On Sunday, Richard tossed
his third complete game of the
season, scattering 10 hits,
striking out six and walking
none in Houston's 4-2 victory
over the San Diego Padres.
"This isn't the first game in
which I haven't walked
anyone," said Richard, now 54. "I'm maturing, my control
is getting better. That's an
important part of pitching.
Walks are just like hits."
J.R. shut out the Padres for
seven innings. They finally
scored both- their runs in the
eighth on consecutive singles
by Jerry Turner, Gene
Richards and Broderick
Perkins and a ground ball.
Richard, 6-foot-8 and 237
pounds, ran his strikeout total
to a league-leading 81, but said
he wasn't trying to overpower
the hitters.

By the Associated Press
DUBLIN, Ohio — Tom
Watson. Jack Nicklaus concedes, is the man to beat on
the current national men's
-gotour.
is playing so much
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CALL COLLECT

OPEN 24 HOURS-1 DAYS _

AIKF-RICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
EAST
W
L
Pct. GB
W
Pct. GB
L
Baltimore
29 16
Philade.phia
644
626 27 16
Boston
Montre.il
26
17
25 15
606
2
625 14
Milwaukee
26 21
St Lows
22 18
553
4
550
3s
New York
24 21
Pittsburgh
19 21
533
5
475 64
Detroit
Chicago
18 21
442
18 22
8
450 714
Cleveland
20 24
New York
15 25
455
Vs
375 1014
Toronto
12 31
281
WEST
17'•9
WEST
Cincuusati
25 19
564
California
ZS 19
Houston
.5%
2€ 22
542
1
25 18
San Francisco
581
25 12
1
St
1st
'
4 Minnesota
Texas
26 19
Los Angeles
578
1
479
23 25
4
Kansas City
26 20
San Diego
.565
19 29
1 14
399
8
Chicago
• 23
Atlanta
489
17 27
5
386
Seattle
17 31
154 itss
Saturday's Games
Oakland
16 31
340 12
II• Louis at Montreal. ppd . rain
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati 3, Los Angeles 1
Toronto 7, Boston 6
New York 10, Pittsburgh 8
Cleveland tt, New York 4
Atlanta 5, San Francisco 4
Baltimore 7, Detroit 5, 16 innings
Chicago 4. Philadelphia 1
California 6, Chicago 4
Houston 9, San Diego 0
Kansas
City 7, Minnesota 4
Sunday's Games
Milwaukee 4, Oakland 4
Philadelphia 6, Chicago 4
Texas 2, Seattle 1
Montreal 9-3. St Louts 3-11
Stoday's Games
Pittsburgh 2. New York 1
Cleveland
54, New York 0-6
Los Angeles 8, Cincinnati 7
Boston 1, Toronto 0
Houston 4, San Diego 2
California 4-9, Chicago 2-1
Atlanta 10. San Francisco 8
Detroit 5-10, Baltimore 1-3
Monday's Games
Kansas
City 2, Minnesota 1
Pittsburgh Candelaria 3-3i at Nes
Oakland 2, Milwaukee 1
York Falcone 0-4
Texas 7, Seattle 3
Atlanta iSoloMan 3-2 at San Francisco
blasekay's Games
I Ni13131 2.2
Oakland (Keough 0-7) at Minnesota
(Gott: 4-61
Cleveland (Garland 2-4) at Chicago

better now than anyone in the
game. He's going to have to
play poorly for somebody to
beat him," Nicklaus, the
badly beaten Muirfield Village
host, said Sunday after
Watson's Memorial Tournament victory.
Watson was the sole player,
to handle Muirfield Village's
difficult par in, deplorable
weather. Some called his 69 in
Friday's windy, rainy, mid-40degree conditions a miracle.
The 29-year-old Watson
climaxed his performance
with a cautious 1-under-par 71
Sunday for 285, 3 shots lower
than runnerup Miller Barber's
70-288.
"I can't emphasize how well
I putted this week. My touch
was very, very good, but my
driving was tentative," said
Watson,
won $54,000.
Barber earned $32,400.
Watson had just listened as •
Nicklaus explained why the
No.1 money winner's total is
almost double that of runnerup
Lanny
Wadkins'
$177,000.
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relax when a team builds a big Antonio Spurs three in a row
lead.
after being down 3-1.
"We have to keep the
Washington Coach Dick
Bullets off balance," he said. Motta said the learn got the
"When we got the lead, we let plays it wanted but couldn't
down and -selaxed. You can't score.
do that with the Bullets. They
proved that they can come
"We got the ball low to
back against Atlanta and San Hayes," said Matta of his
Antonio."
forward, who scored 19 points,
The Bullets made their way but connected on only five of
into the rematch of last year's 20 shots.
championship by defeating
Hayes said: "It's more what
the Atlaqta Hawks in seven the Bullets aren't doing than
games- and beating the San what the'Sonics are doing

SEC Coaches Vote
For Format Change
By the Associated Press
BILOXI,
Miss.
Southeastern
ConfereInce
athletic directors will be
asked Tuesday to approve
rules changes ranging from a
new format for the league's
post-season
basketball
tournament to d less severe
penalty for holding in football,
The rules changes were
endorsed during separate
Sunday meetings of SEC

basketball and football— coaches. If approved by
athletic directors, they still
must be voted on by the
presidents of men )er schools.
The meetings preceded a
report from Commissioner
Boyd McWhorter that the
league's 10 member schools
shared a record $4 million in
receipts from television and
post-season
appearances
during 1978-79.

Baseball Standings

Nicklaus Says Watson -New York
Is Hottest Player Now

Howard
Koenen
•
•
•
•

The Astros scored a run in was a very weak attack."
the third on Terry Puhl's RBI
In the other NL games
double, and they added three Sunday, Los Angeles edged
runs in the seventh, aided by a Cincinnati 8-7, Atlanta got by
pair of San Diego errors by San
Francisco
10-8,
pitchers Eric Rasmussen and Philadelphia downed the
Dennis Kinney.
-Chicago Cubs 6-4, Pittsburgh
"All the little mistakes we nipped the New York Mets 2-1
make stand out when you,
lose," Padres Manager Roger and Montreal
and St. Louis
Craig said. "We scored four split a doublehea
der. Monruns agaist them ( the Astros) treal' won the
opener 8-3 and
in three games and still won St. Louis took the
nightcap 11one. We got 10 hits today, but it 3.

scorers. Although he finished
shooting 11 for 23, he was only
5-for-15 at one stage.
"Lenny
Coach Lenny
Wilkens) would take me out if
he thinks something is
wrong," said Williams. "I just
keep shooting when I get the
shot. I expect them to go in."
The Sonics were aided by
the Bullets' inability to hit
field goals. Washington made
only 35 of 106 shots for a .330
percentage, its lowest of the
year.
"We just missed some open
shots," said Washington's
Bobby Dandridge, the team's
high scorer with 28.
Wilkens said some of the
credit for the Bullets' poor
shooting — the Washington
guards were only eight-for-35
— should go to the Sonics'
defense.
Wilkens watched his Sonics
build a 17-point lead in the
third period, then have it
dwindle to seven with 2:25
remaining.
-Sometimes a big lead can
hurt you," said Wilkens, "but
would be more concerned
about it if it were early -in the
season."
Williams said, however,
that there is a tendency to

CORNING,
N.Y.
—
Australian Penny Pulz shot a
2-under-par 68 to overtake
rookie Lynn Adams and held
off a late charge from Judy
Rankin to win the $100,000
[PGA Corning Classic golf
tournament.
The victor}, was the first for
Pulz in her six years on the
Ladies Professional Golf
Association (our.
Rankin finicha44ecom Jew__
strokes behind Pulz' 72-hole
total of 284, while Adams
finished third at 287. Pulz
began the tournament with a
5-over-par 75, and followed
with rounds of 71 and 70 before
her final-round score..

Beattie 3-1) at Milwaukee

iTravers 3-2)
Detroit (Morris 1-1) at Toronto
Lemanctyk 4-2).
Boston (Rent., 3-1i at Texas (Jenkins 52).
Baltimore 1Palmer 5-2 at Kansas City
iPsttin 1-0 or Leonard 4-4 i
Only games schniuled

Mark Overbey (right) prepares to hit a shot as Paul Austin watches. The Murray High
pair
advanced to the finals of the Second Region high school boys doubles tourname before
nt
losing Saturday.

You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.

Open Nites For Your
Shopping Convenience

PARKER FORD INC.
MURRAY, KY.

Carroll Hubbard

has a special interest in Kentucky
...and you!
For too many years. poWer hungry politicians have sold out Kentucky to favored
special interest groups. This iS a practice which CARROLL HUBBARD believes
must be Stopped' The goveinor should act in the best interest of every man
woman and child in Kentucky not just a favored few'We waste our vote when we
elect a man who will not work for Kentucky'
As Your Governor. CARROLL HUBBARD will Stop the political patronage system'
As Your Governor. CARROLL HUBBARD will stop the return of favors for votes'
As Your Governor, CARROLL HUBBARD will stop the use of office for
personal gain'
CARROLL-HUBBARD will bring honesty and integrity back to

r

•

Elect a Governor you can trust to wort for you!
ELECT CARROLL

Hubba
GOVERNOR

PAC
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STA-648 by ReaUstice

Superb sound with 18 watts min. RMS
per channel at 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz,
0.5% total harmonic distortion. 31-2061
Kathy Outland (left) and Candy Jackson showed off their hardware.at the_hturray
spring sports banquet yesterday. The pair won the Second Region girls doubles title and will
- _compete in the date tournament Friday.

Staff photo by Matt Sanders

STA-64B Hi-Fl System

Save $60

• Realistic STA-648 Stereo
Receiver
• Two Optimus-21 Speaker
Systems
• Realistic LAB-55 Changer

Floor/Shelf Speaker System
Optimus•-21 by Realistic

Gerulaitis Finally Subdues
Vilas For Italian Open Title
By the Associated Press
ROME — Vitas Gerulaitis is
seeded fourth in the French
Open but he may;be in the best
shape of anibne in the event.
American
blond
The
delighted a noisy crowd at the
center court of the Foro Italico
by whining a nearly five-hour
endurance test against topseeded Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina to capture the
Italian Open for the second
time in his career.
"It should get me in shape
for Paris and Wimbledon," he
said after outlasting Vilas 6-7,
-7-6,6-7,_6-4, 6-2.
On a muggy summer-like
Sunday afternoon, the secondseeded Gerhlaitis seemed to

gain- strength as the contest
went on while he said his
Argentine opponent seemed to
feel the grind in his legs.
Gerulaitis also changed
tactics after falling behind two
sets to one. He went to drop
shots and low volleys, forcing
Vilas to run in froni his station
at the baseline.
The Foro Italico crowd is
considered the noisiest if not
the most unruly on the tennis
circuit—bur the fans didn't •
bother Gerulaitis.
imRome's newspapers have
3Faise4 the Howard Beach,
N.Y., athlete for his "Latinlike temperament.- After his
winning point, the American
'raised his arms to the crowd in
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Price 599.80
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60 Minute

TRC-449 by Realistic

Know where to go for
gas: who's open, who's
clpsed, who's cheapest.
Triple the power (12
watts), triple the
channels of AM-only
,
CB. 21-1562
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Save $50 Save$100

Hi-ti tapes at low, low cost! No limit! Stock
up now and save!

'Find Gas with Mobile
-AM/SSB CB

In-Dash AM/FM
Stereo 8-Track
by Realistic

•
II I tip s •

Sells Franchises

Stereo Cassette Deck

Save
$40

Rag.

•

SCT-18 by ReaNelic

Add tape to your hi-fi
system at a low price.
Dolby noise reduction
expands dynamic range,
cuts hiss. 14-019

Easy to instali-t—lits
in/under dash of most.
vehicles. Hinged radio
dial/cartridge door.
Stereo/mono pushbutton for best FM
4x7".
3
reception. Only 2x7/

169%
89

12-1882

269.95

199.95
•TM Dolby Labwatories
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Traveling Pocket
Weatheradieby Realistic

TRS-80T" Friction
Feed Line Printer

TRS-80 Tractor
Feed Line Printer

by Radio Shack
by Radio Shack.
sworcharsdine mow Ma be in stock In

Pulls in National
Weather Service
VHF stations up
to 25 miles away.
With strap,
battery. 12-)56

Add it to our personal
Same as line printer
computer at huge
above but uses only.. _
savings Use fanfold or fanfold paper with feed
plain roll paper.
__rioles in margins. Will
Requires 4K, Level 11
produce up to five
expansion interface.
carbon copies. 26-1152
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Fun with Walkie-Talkies
TRC-82 by Realistic

Great for taking along on ht40,413g-a4d
fishing trips, family outings. FCC
accepted fpr
use on all 40
CB channels
With Ch. 14
Reg.
29.95
crystals.

26-1150

Reg. 1299.00
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Save 27%
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$999 $1299
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Save $80 Save 44%

Tony's one of our regulars...and if he
says our spaghetti tastes like the
spagheIp his mother used to make
in Naples, well, who's going to
argue with Tony Scarlotti?

We make j
you feel
at home.

elaks

RESTAURANTS

So. 12th Street

In

V.

Save$300 Save $260

•

oth
buy
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90 Minute
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•

Owner Jack Cooke

Our Spaghetti reminds
Tony Scarlotti
of Naples.
Once a week.

.)

Realistic Recording Cassettes

a victory sign and they
responded with cheers.
Gerulaitis picked up $28,000
dollars for the win.
He and Vilas now head for
Paris. Vilas is seeded third,
behind Jimmy Connors and
top-seeded Bjorn Borg.
American Peter Fleming
of
Smid
Tomaz
and
Czechoslovakia defeated Jose
Luis Clem', Argentina,and the
Nastase, Romania, 4-6, 6-1, 7-5
in the men's doubles finals.

NEW YORK — Sports
mogul Jack Kent Cooke has
sold basketball's Los Angeles
Lakers, hockey's Los Aag.eles
Kings, and their Forum arena
home for $68 million to
California realtor, the New
York Times reported.
The paper said Cooke's
health, his costly divorce
settlement and pressure from
''National Football League
President Pete Rozelle were
aniong the reasons for the
transaction. Cooke also is a
majority owner of the NFL
Redskins, and an
WashingtonNFL
prohibits ownership
in more, than one sports
franchise.\
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Dispersion switch lets you
"customize" each speaker for right or
left channel
Reg.
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Travel Safely
with Mobile CB

AM/FM Stereo
8-Track Player

TRC-424 by Realislic

PORT1PLAis

SPECIAL
PURCHASE!

Save 25%
Ultrasonic Burglar
Alarm System

LCD Travel
Alarm Clock

by Archer*

by Lumitime

Enjoy all your favorite
Drive with tielp at your
tunes on tape, FM
fingertips Feel secure
stereo and AM. Big 33/4"
knowing someone's
for superb
speakers
.
listenalways out there
sound. Hideaway corning Find road service,
partmenefor AC cord.
gas, information on
Batteries extra. 14-926
what's ahead. 21-1522

4995

IP
89
169.95

89.95

Fits in pocket or briefcase. Features quartz
timing accuracy, large
display, snooze button,
AM/PM time indicator.
With battery, backlight.
83-5004

1988

Gives your home and
family 24-hour protection. Invisible field
detects any motion
and sounds built-4n alarm. Just plug into
AC. U L. listed. 275-461

599e

79.95

.11

MOST STORES OPEN MEMORIAL DAY F

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
MA [31\lI

TANDY CORPORATION

YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Closed Sun.

Most 'terns
also avaulable at
Raduo Shack
Dealers
took for thus
su9n un your
neighborhood

Radio
/hawk
OCALIEni

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL

STORES
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foo
foo
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County Farmer Practices
No-Till Farming For Years

More Kentucky Farm Products
Finding Way To Foreign Market
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP More of Kentticky's soybeans,
tobacco and other farm
products are finding their way
to foreign markets as the
agricultural export business
brings additional millions to
the state each year.
In recent months, farm_
leaders have stressed such
exports as playing an important role in the economy of
individual fanps, the state
and tbe nation( and many of
the candidates for state
agriculture commissioner
have pledged to expand
Kentucky's current program.
That program has, among
other things, brought- foreign
buyers and businessmen to the
Bluegrass State for buying
tours and contract talkST
Much of the emphasis has

been on burley tobacco,
Kentucky's leading cash crop.
But a recent report by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
shows that soybean exports
are bringing more money to
the state.
Statistics released by the
Economics, Statistics and
Cooperatives Service of the
USDA show a 7 percent increase in the value of
agricultural Commodities.
exported from Kentucky in
fiscal 1978, compared with the
previous year.
Through the year ending
Sept. 30, 1978 farm exports
valued at $485.9 million left the
state, up from the $452.8
million-worth exported a year
earlier, the report said.
Soybeans led the list of 11
products exported and showed
the most dramatic increase,
rising from $126.5 million in

Showing a decline were
fiscal 1977 to $148.9 million the
and tallow, which sli
next year.
- But tobacco put Kentucky in front $12 million in 1,977 to $11.t
the national rankings, with million in 1978.
Poultry products valued at
revenues second only to North
Unrnanufactured $1.1 million left the state last
Carolina.
tobacco exports from Ken- year while exports of
tucky totaled $140.2 million in vegetables, dairy products
fiscal 1978 while North and fruits totaled $1.3 million.
Carolina shipped $564.4 Commodities included in an
"other" category in the report
million-worth gverseas.
Other leading tobacco- were valued at $33.8 million.
Agricultural exporti in the
exporting states were South
Carolina, $107.1 million; United States, which included
Georgia, $104.2 million; such items as sunflower seeds,
Virginia, $97 million; Ten- peanuts and cottonseed oil,
nessee, $48.5 million and totaled $27.3 billio? in 1978, the
report said;
Florida,$19.9 million.
Illinois' $2.8 billion led the
Kentucky's exports of feed
grains totaled $101.8 million in nation while other leading
1978, followed by wheat, $21.8 export states were Iowa, with
million; meats, $13.4 million $2.1 billion; Texas, $2.1
and hides and skins, $12.2 billion; California, $2 billion;
million. All showed increases Minnesota, $1.5 billion;
over exports of the previous Indiana, $1.4 billion and
Kansas,$1.4 billion.
year.

Carrot Martin Rogers, right, and his son Terry, examine
how well the corn stalk residue, plus fall seeded wheat,
has protected this field from erosion. Rogers already has
planted his no-till corn and plans to plant his remaining
acres in no-till soybeans.

Summer And Autumn
Bring Excitement And
Exhibits Of County Fairs

Vialat44446.VOMilK

Extension Notes.

•
•

necessary for a productive
garden.
The conscientious gardener
weeds, irrigates, fertilizes and
controls insects and deseases.
We generally recommend
Planting vegetables is just shallow hoeing or pulling of
the first step to gardening. weeds after a rain to control
Once the seeds and plants are weeds. --Mulching is a goOd
in the ground, general weed deterrent.
maintenance practices are
Straw, compost, leaves or
grass clippings, placed between rows and plants when
the soil is warm can help keep
a garden weed free.
Sidedressing with nitrogen,
usually ammonium nitrate, is
important, especially for root
leafy green crops. It is
andWhile fewer farmers become
best not to fertilize too close to
food.
growing
in
more efficient
plants as fertilizer can burn
more people become less efficient
them.
in selling it.
Farm prodiictivity has in- Different vegetables have
fertilizer
creased at about 3 percent per varying
year due to efficient mechaniza- requirements, Detailed intion and improved agricultural formation is available in
tabloid form from county
practices.
extension agents
agricultural
food
reiail
at
Productivity
office. The publication also
stores has decreased 13 percent a
contains tips on disease and
year during the same time.
insect control.
The drop has been due to inVegetable gardens tnrive on
creased services,such as longer
operating hours and conve- three-fourths to one inch of
niences like delicatessens and moisture per week. If you
bakery shops in food markets. don't get enough rain, better
These are designed not only to get out the sprinkler. A good
attract consumers from other way to determine the amount
food stores but away from fast of rainfall received in a week
. food outlets which are receiving is to place a coffee can or
an increasing share of food ex- other container in the garden
measure
and
area
_penditures.
By Ted Howard
County Extension Agent
For Agriculture
There's More To
Gardening Than Planting

•

More Efficient

In Growing Food

Tobacco Plants For Sale
Burley and Dark
Call

Mark Paschall
753-4802

ATTENTION
FARMERS
See

Murray Warehousing
Corp.
For

Soybean Inoculation
Moley-Mix
Moley-A-Live
Also Soybean, corn and wheat contracts.
Commodity news services
CCC Soybean Storage
Call

Murray
Warehousing Corp.
Old Concord Road
753-8220 or 753-8225

precipitation. .
Thinning is another step
gardeners can take to-improve
the stand of their vegetables.
_Gardeners should harvest
their produce when plants are
young and succulent. Harvest
vegetables at their peak of
quality, whether you intend in
eat them immediately or
perserve them.
Cottage Cheese Popular
Warm Weather Food
The onset of warmer
weather means changes in the
eating habits of most people.
One shift many make is to a
higher consumption of cottage
cheese which is popular with
and
fruits
seasonal
vegetables.
Dairy processors have
made many improvements in
cheese
cottage
the
manufacturing process in
recent years.
Today consumers have
available . to them an excellent, high quality cottage
cheese with consistently good
flavor and keeping quality.
A highly nutritious meat
substitute, cottage cheese is a
high moisture, soft curd,
unripened, lactic acid cheese
that originated in the farmhouses of central Europe. It
also is perhaps the most
perishable of cheeses.
The dairy product is popular

with dieters because it is low
in calories, containes the
water soluble vitamins and,
when creamed, the fat soluble
vitamins too.
The minerals preknt are
important to young and old
alike. Adding that the major
portion of cottage- cheese
solids consists of protein
containing all the amino acids
essential for humans.
Cottage cheese production
has seen a steady rise in this
century. The United States
Department of Agriculture
launched a highly successful
proinotion program that saw
production increase to two and
one-half times the 1918 level
by 1926.
Cottage cheese production
in 1977 was approximately one
billion pounds which was 36
times greater than 1918
production.
Per capita consumption of
cottage cheese peaked in the
early 1970's at about 5.4
pounds per year. After this, a
mild economic recession and a
period of upward spiraling
prices in all areas of
agriculture brought milk nonfat solids prices to peak levels.
The resulting downward
trend in per capita consumption shifted in 1975 to a
slight upward turn which has
continued since then.

Likes And Dislikes Of
Vegetables May Lie In
Odor, Flavor And Taste
Why do some people like
celery and hate spinach,
enjoy turnips but abhor
parsnips'?
These and similar questions concerning vegetables
have been asked fur centuries
but as yet there are no
definite answers. Scientists
think,',however, that these
likes and dislikes are all
wrapped up in odor. flavor,
taste, and even in the sound
of the vegetable as it is being
.eaten. ,For example. the
crunching sound of a crisp
cucumber pickle or a stalk of
celery as it is being chewed
heightens the enjoyment.
The basic tastes-sweet,
sour, salty', and bitter-are
important factors in likes
ese
dislikes for food. Abo
cal contastes and the ch
stituents that cause them,
well-developed
scientists
concepts! but much about
o -another important conributor to food flavor and
goodness-remains a mystery.
Odor plays the most
important part in the distinctive flavor of many fruits and
vegetables, but only recently
has any progress been made
in the search for the odorous
materials in these products of
the orchard and garden. The
principal problem in studying
these odor-producing chemicals has bees the very small

quantities that occur naturally in foods. For instance, in
securing less than one-half
ounce of odorou-s-material.•
scientist and his coworkers
found it necessary to distill
no less than 5 tons of celery.
Substantial 'progress has
been made in the isolation
and characterization of fruit
odors. A great part of the
odor research has been done
with strawberries, apples.
oranges, peaches, pears, and
muskmelons. The distinetive
aroma of strawbetrieS appears
to. be due to, several dozen
Llemicals,.-stfaile.. peach aroma
can b - -traced to six or eight
characteristic chemicals.
With increased knowledge
in, this area, horticultural
researchers, through', genetii:
control, can make east
improvements in the elusive
flavor qualities of fruits and
vegetables and thus increase
the joys of eating.
Scientists in other fields
have discovered that the
olfactory nerve carries its
findings to the seat of logiL
recollection and imagination
in the brain. Some odors stir
up mernones so nostalgic that
a person's whole mood .may
be changed. Aromas of all
fruits and vegetables are
generally associated with
pleasant times and places.

During summer ..and autumn come county fairs with
all their excitement, good
fellowship, and fantastic
exhibits from the home, field,
and garden competing for
cash prizes and pretty
ribbons
Noting that fair time is
here again, UK Extension
vegetable specialists offer
some suggestions for prepara•
tion and selecting vegetables
which may mean the difference between winning and
losing

Also very important is that
specimens should be free of
soil, dust, and spray residue.
Select and harvest only clean
vegetables This is the only
way to get clean summer
squash because it is easily
injured by any method of
cleaning

Carrol Martin Rogers, a
farmer and a cooperator with
the Calloway County ConDistrict, has
servation
practiced minimum tillage
and no-till grain farming for
several years. In 1978:Rogers
had just about stopped
planting no-till corn when he
put out 100 acres of conventional corn and only one
and one-half acres of no-till
corn on his home farm. The
1978 drought effected Rogers
crop yield; ats_well_st.s other
Calloway farmers.' The
average yield for conventional, planted corn was 27
bushels of corn per acre while
his no-till corn averaged 90
bushels per acre.
Steve Alcott, District
Conservationist for the U.S.
Soil Conservation Service
reported that Rogers- has
planted all no-till corn on his
hane farm in fields that were
planned for corn this spring.
Rogers said, "Last year's
drought and this winter and
spring's rains convinced me to
go back to planting no-till
corn. I wish all my corn had
been planted in no-till .last
year."
Alcott mentioned that there
are only a few farmers in
Calloway County who are still
planting no-till cern. A large

percent of the Calloway
farmers who tried planting notill corn back when no-till was
first introduced to this area
failed due to inadequate weed
control and due to planting...
corn too early in the spring,
resulting in poor stands. The
hardpan soils in Calloway
County stay wetter in the
spring and soil temperature
Increases slower than the
limestone soils located in the
central part of Kentucky.
_ _Looicing on the other aide
the coin, under normal mnditions Calloway farmers
have been successful in
planting no-till soybeans after
a wheat cover crop or after
wheat has been harvested for
grain.
Alcott said, "Several
Calloway farmers who still
plant no-till corn all agree:. Do
not plant corn too earry. Wait
until the time of the year that
conventional corn ground (soil
temperature)is ready to plant
Wore planting no-till corn.
'Use approved insecticides and
herbicides and be sure to
apply at rates recommended
per acre. Fuel cost is cheaper
and severe soil erosion is
reduced. Practices like this,
along with other conservation
measures, are a must to
maintain future crop yields.

UDSADefers Action On
Many vegetables like peas,
al On Sorbate Use
beans, cucumbers, okra, and Propos

cantalopes will withstand
ATIANTA, Ga.- The U. S.
light cleaning with a soft Department of Agriculture
brush Fruits with a waxy sur- (USDA) has deferred final
ction on a proposal to use
face such as eggplant, tomatoes, peppers, and water-, /potassium sorbate as a partial
-replacement for nitrite in
In harvesting specimens melons can be wiped clea
curing bacon, pending the
Washr
cloth
soft
for exhibit, the specialists with a
results of further safety tests
ut
now underway.
urge utmost care_ Select vege- should be the last resort,,
OW rocit
necessary
be
may
it
Last May, USDA published
of
tables that show no signs
vege- a proposal to reduce the
mechanical injury, or insect crops and some lea,/
amount of nitrite used in
or disease damage A sharp tables
curing bacon from the current
knifes is best for harvesting
In some case especially 120 parts per million(ppm to
many vegetables Use a spad
those i-asses wt3Ire 4-H mein- 40 ppm. Since the reduced
rig fork or shovel to loosen bers exhibit , ollections of nitrites might lessen the
soil before attempting to different-kwAs of vegetables, protection against botulism,
remove root crops
other factors are considered- additional safety would be
provided by adding 0.26
Some vegetables that keep things like' the way specimens percent potassium sorbate by
well, like potatoes_ onions, are arzi-iged, displayed and weight of the bacon to the
and garlic, should be harvest- labeled'and the uniformity in
ed a few days before exhibi size,. 'Shape and color of the
non so as to allow time for vegetables exhibited. Your
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. proper curing Keep them in a cbunty Extension agent can
dark cool place to preserve give you more information on, In the United States, tobacco
color. Other vegetables such/ how such classes are judged. - products are distributed
through approximately 1.35
as lettuce, sweet corn, chard!. However, the points given
million retail outlets, ranging
and beans should be harveit- here are the basics for selec- from vending machines to the
ed as close to exhibit time as ting and preparing vegetables tobacco departments of chainPOssible In either case, gather for "competition" and, if operated department stores.
more than is needed and followed, will give the exhibiselect only the best vegetables tor a better chance for winning a coveted prize at the
'Kim each group
fair
Specimens for exhibit
should be typical of the vane
ty or type Do not choose
Prepare only the amounts
extremely large or very small of food your family can eat
sizes. Rather, select the size before it spoils and use left'hat is desirable on the mar overs regularly, is the recommendation of Extension food
'.et To better your chances
,
specialists with UK's College
of winning a ribbon, remem- of Agriculture. Call the leftber that uniformity in size, overs "planned-overs" and
shape,tcolor, maturity, and treat them accordingly, is the
type AS essential
advice.

Tobacco Producti

!
FARMERS
To The Minute

For Up

Grain Prices
Call...
Hutson Grain Terminal
Port-Of-Murray -Calloway County

Local
474-2295
Farmers
Ky.
Farmers.1-800-592-5409
Effective 3-30-79
We Will Be Closed
Sat. Si Sun.
Until Aug. 151h
Hours: 6 a.m.-10 p.m. Mos.-Fri.

Hutson Grain
Terminal
Larry Hoth-Mgr.

cure.
Under last year's proposal-,
USDA was to take final action
within a year, based on tht
outcome of tests on the net
cure ingredient. With the tes4
still underway, howevet,
USDA has postponed it,11
decision on the reduced nitritl
cure.
The notice was Published
the May 15 Federal Register.

If You Own
a Farm...
We've Got the Shield
for You

// h
T
'
, INSURANCE
200fbill Ross
Nos,
1•W I

210 E
Phune

Were
only •
3.1
seconds
away
00111
4 0 6
on 9

...that's about how long it takes
to touch-tone our number and
receive the service we're
fast, courteous
famous for
and efficient. And just that
close!

BANK INI
OF
MURRAY
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High School Students To Study
Citizenship Before Graduation
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. API —
Kentucky high school students
will soon have to study their
responsibilities as citizens
before they can graduate.
The state Board for
Elementary and Secondary
Education Wednesday
adopted a controversial
requirement for a citizenship
course for high school
graduation.
Although opposition to the
course had been raised
.recently by education groups
and citizens, it will become
effective for the graduating
class of 1984.
The board also agreed to
grant ten calamity days each
to two Harlan County
elementary schools which
were closed for more than two
weeks because of shooting
incidents related to a coal
mine strike.
The Shields and Holmes Mill
schools were closed this
spring after Jericol Mining
Co. refused to repaint a yellow
bus being used to transport
non-striking workers to its
strike-bound Glenbrook mine.
One miner was killed and
several injuredby sniper fire
on the bus, which has since
been repainted.
The schools will not have to
make up the 10 days granted
by the board.
William Nallia, executive
director of the Kentucky
School
of
Association
- Administrators, appeared
before the board to urge that it
not jump too quickly ink; the
citizenship issue.

Nallia said the content of the rating without improvement.
"We have set a time and the
course should be more
out.
running
is
specifically defined and time
citizenship training shoidd be Somebody's bluff is going to
spread throughout all grades, be called," said board
member Bob Brown.
beginning in kindergarten.
The board had voted several
This is only first step to
ago to do away with
years
in
girls
and
boys
all
provide
Kentucky with a good com- basic high schools by the 1979prehensive and adequate 80 school year. The other
exposure to citizenship," said ratings are standard and
board member John Ramsey. comprehensive.
start
to
We
have
somewhere."
The eight remaining basic
The board directed its staff schools are Chandlers High
to begin work on a com- School in Logan County;
citizenship Burnside, Eubank, Nancy and
prehensive
curriculum for all grades in Shopville high schools in
with Natlia's Pulaski County; Spencer
cooperation
organization and other in- County High School, Barterested groups.
bourville High School and
The Citizenship course will Uniontown Junior High School
be part of the two credits
required in social studies, the
other is American history, and
does not raise the number of
units required for graduation.
However, the board did
direct its staff to look into the
impact of raising the required
number of credits from 18 to
By HERBERT SPARROW
20, including raising the social
Associated Press Writer
studies requirement from two
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
to three.
The school board also voted Kentucky's 33,322 classroom
to ask thetperintendents and teachers made an average
school board chairmen from $1,447 more this school year
five school districts to appear than they did the previous
at its June meeting to explain year.
Figures released by the
why junior or senior high
of
Department
schools in their districts still state
have the lowest accreditation Education Tuesday showed
the average salary paid
rating.
The board approved basic teachers during the 1978-79ratings ..for eight schools for school year was $13,170,
the current school year but compared with $11,723 in 1977warned that it would -be-the 78.
last year the scliools would•be_ • The figures were compiled
allowed to continue at that from the salary schedule
reports of the state's 181
school districts. A more
detailed breakdown, which
will include administrators
and all other school personnel,
Vote
is expected in a few weeks.
Needs
Fred Johnson, assistant
and support
state superintendent for administration and finance, said
the figures released Tuesday
were only for salaries paid
elementary, secondary and
special education teachers.
Pot. Ad Paid For
The highest salaries were
By Candi -late
paid in Jefferson County, the

•

From Last School Year

Your

MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL

Vote On Tuesday May 29

1

in Union County.
Logan County did bring two
of its high schools, Aclairville
and Olmstead, from basic to
standard this year.
The board also approved
more than 3,200 students for
exemptions from a,new school
age entrance law. The 308 first
graders and 2,90.4 kindergarten students were born
between Sept. 1 and Dec. 31
and had been recommended
for exemption by local school
after
officials
taking
readiness tests.
The 1978 General Assembly
adopted a law requiring a
student to be six by Sept. Ito
enter first grade or five by.
that date to enter kindergarten.

Salaries increase $1,447

Ruby Hale

ti
Vr

Calloway County High
Students Recognized

For Free Transportation To Polls
Call
McBrayer Headquarters

753-0163 or 753-0165
4. , .

state's largest school system
which
employed
5,678
teachers this year and paid an
average salary of $15,611.
The lowest salaries were
by
paid
the
Augusta
Independent School System,
whose 19 teachers received an
average $11,058.
Ft. Thomas Independent
District was second to Jefferson County with an average
salary of $14,588. Fayette
County, the only other school
system
besides Jefferson
County with more than 1,000
teachers, ranked sixth with an
average salary of $14,032.
Other school districts in the
top ten and their average
salary for this school year
were: Bowling Green, third,
$14,370; Anchorage, fourth,
$14,302; McCracken County,
fifth, $14,189; Elizabethtown,
seventh, $14,016; Russell,
eighth; $13,970; Bellevue,
ninth. $13,926:: Owensboro,
tenth, $13,868.
Only ten school districts
were under • last year's
statewide average. In addition
to Augusta, they were"Ovrsley
County, Mercer County,
Hill, Lawrence
Science
County, Dayton, East Bernstadt, Cloverport, Burgin and
Dawson Springs.
The salary increases were
part of $275 million in additional funding the 19778
General Assembly provided
elementary and secondary
education.
Funds for salaries for the
1979-80 school year are expected to boost Kentucky's
average salary above $14,00o.
and near the average salary of
the seven surrounding states.
Johnson said the figures
released by his department
will probably be lower than figures released later by the
National
Education
Association.
He said the NEA figures
include other money such as
funds for free texxtbooks that
were not included in compiling
the Education Department
report.

••••

MOST OUTSTANDING SENIOR — Ricky Cunningham
has been chosen by the faculty of Calloway County High
School as the Most Outstanding Senior for 1979.

BEST ALL-AROUND — Stephanie Watt and Tommy
Boggess were selected as Best All-ikround Senior Boy and
Girt by the faculty of Calloway County High School.

BE SEEN IN
L THE RIGHT
PLACES.
TOOLS

HARDWARE
STORE,INC.
PAINT

Housewares• Ei'circieSuOP1143S
Weill:awes
• Garden & Lawn Suo-ri:es
•Glass ProOuds
• crAjnTrate Pa,nts &

HARDWARE STORE. INC
- iiiis
lie

SSS 121A

PTh

•-•

123 FIRST STRFFT N

555-1238
HARDWARE — RETAIL

101st Airborne
Annual Reunion
To Be HeldThe 34th annual reunion of
101st
the
Airborne
-Screaming Eagles" Envision
will be held ttlis year in mid.
August at Hot Sprmi;s
National Park, Ark.

_
ts

• IVIEdirayeir
FOR GOVERNOR
PiudFori=tr,Fricr:xzeRrim

4
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Veterans who served in the
''Screaming Eagles," thr,
moil
highly
decor,..
division of the U.S.
during the Normand
_
vasion, the airborne operation •
in Holland, the Battle or the
Bulge at Bastogne, Germar:,,
Korea and Vietnam arr.
eligible to attend.
The 101st Airborne Dii,i;on,
which was activated in A,J, ....t
1942, was cited twice L.
World War 11 by the Pre
for outstanding service h i .
was the first time an
division had ever bc.
honored.
Any former trooper rie[ring
additional information may
contact the association's
national secretary, George
J.Koskimaki, 101st Airborne
Division Association, P. 0
Box 101AB, East Detroit,
Mich. 48021.

HARDWARE STORE
- INC.
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

A WIDE SELECTION OF:

• Housewares
• Garden &Lawn
Supplies'
• Do-It-Right
Power Tools
• Electrical
Supplies
•Colormate
Paints &
Wallpapers
• Locks & Keys
• Glass Products

123 FIRST STREET N
-Across frOM the
Fairgrounds
OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
MON-SAT

W4- root Dower tours ano r.aro$4
ci‘saron0 1101101:n0M —
Repair aeni$C0 tr DOwer 1001s
and srneld al.H.$11ancre5. AllmaPos

SERVING THE NORTH SIDE
SINCE 1909

FREE PARKING

555-1238

If you want to sell,get in Bell.
South Central Bell's-Yellow Pages
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U0fL Students Interning Here

Class Favorites

Four
University
of
Louisville students, Neal
Grant, Jeannie Hendon, Janie
Eurtan, and Karen Ahrens,
and one University of Kenttrky student,Jill Leoblin, are
In Murray this month doing
rotations with local physical
therapists, dentists and
physicians.
Ms. Hendon, Ms. Eurton,
and Ms. Ahrens are seniors

At Murray High
The favorite boy and girl in
Class favorites at Murray
-1 High School have been an- the junior, sophomore and
freshmen classes are pictured 4,
nounced.
• •
here.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Senior
Nick Hibbard

with the University of
Louisville dental hygiene
program. Grant is a senior
with the University of
Louisville Rural Health
Preceptorship program. Ms.
Leoblin is a senior physical
therapy student from the
department of physical
therapy at UK. They are here
in conjunction with the
Jackson Purchase Area
ot.

Kathy Outland

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,MAY 29, 1979
What kind of day will
tomwrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
'forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)11)
You may be worried about a
problem re work or health, but
by day's end you'll find a
solution. Meanwhile, don't be
so pessimistic.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Financial problems connected
with loved ones may be
Freshman
Sophomore
on your mind. But you will find
Suzanne Pitman
David McMillen
Starr Jones
a way to make ends meet and
to increase income.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Don't think that elders or
superiors are trying to keep
you from being yourself.
Instead, be yourself and
others will accept you as you
are.
CANCER
tJune 21 to July 22)
Too much concern about
STEPHENSBURG , Ky. occurred at Stephensburg in ,gondola car and one wheel of no doubt now; we just have
your problems is keeping you
had too many of them."
( AP) 7-- Two weekend Hardin County at 5:10 p.m.. the caboose.
from seeing the light. By day's
He said he called the end self-analysis improves
derailments have convinced a Nine cars of a 70-car coal train
The train, a local, was en
state railroad official that derailed due to a broken rail, route from Leitchville to railroad's headquarters in
your outlook.
Central Gulf railroad Frymire said, .damaging Caneyville, the commissioner Chicago Saturday night and-- LEO
was expecting a reply after (July'' to Aug.
tracks have reached a critical approximately 300 yards of said.
track and closing the main
stage in three counties.
He said the cause of this the holiday.
Don't let concern about
He said the railroad
Workmen cleared the ICG line.
finances keep you from atderailment was a combination
Workmen got the last coal of the track and a load of promised him there would be
tending a social event. You'll
tracks Sunday after one
find .others there especially
central. Kentucky derailment car back on track at noon lumber shifting on a car. The extra ties put in.
He said the 10 derailments receptive to your ideas.
and continued work to clean Sunday. Frymire estimated derailed cars were back on
up the site of another so that the track should be open for track at 1 a.m. Sunday and the include five in Hardin county, VIRGO
four in Grayson and one in ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nr%
traffic could resume on the traffic by noon today, but said line reopened, Frymire said.
You may have reservations
the railroad was shooting to
main line.
"The track conditions are Meade. He said seven
L. H. "Dick" FryiniTe, get the line open several hours critical, and if something is derailments were track- about a career project, which
railroad commissioner for the earlierthan that.
not done, and done rather related, one was equipment may stem from self-doubt.
west third of Kentucky, said
The train was-en route to a rapidly, someone will be related and two were related Discussions with higher-ups
the two Saturday derailments Louisville Gas & Electric killed," Frymire said. "I have to both track and equipment. ;Nmay alter your viewpoint.
LIBRA
_
to.
convinced him that ICG tracks plant.
i Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .7.1
.1-11i
The seeond derailment
have reached a critical stage
Don't let private worry keep
in Hardin, - Grayson and occurred at-646 p-.m.--on the
you from making a trip. You'll
Meade counties. He said ICG main line in Grayson County
find a change of scenery will
has had 10 derailments in the one mile south of Black Rock
give you a fresh outlook on
past four months or so, and Church Road, Frymire id.
life.
that most of them were track- Leaving the track, he
id,
I-SCORPIO
Were two loads of fertilizer,
related.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rill
Saturday's first derailment one of lumber, one empty
Consider the reservations of
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. arraignment today: said
Deputy
Warren County Jailer friends and advisers about a
(AP) — More than half of the
D.F. Gregory.
it. persons arrested early
ioint investment. Then, make
Eight of those arrested up your own mind. Second
----Sunday after a scuffle with
pOlice were to be arraigned required hospital treatment, thoughts are workable.
today. The arrests occurred but none was.a•dmitted, and no SA(ITTARIIJS
fkai
after
a police altercation with other injuries were reported, Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
-Your interest in
Extra work responsibilities
what they said was a disor- police said.
casting your vote
derly crowd of several hunOfficials said park police may conflict with the plans of
for me insures me
dred people at Beech Bend
called the Warren--County a close one, but the outcome
Park in Bowling Green.
Sheriff's Department shortly will be a talk with loved ones
casting, my vote in
after midnight when violence that furthers closeness.
Aboot.40 were released on
-your best interest."
CAPRICORN
broke out it the park.
bonds ranging from $50 to $75
Hundreds are staying at Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)V
Sunday and the, remainder
Political Ad Paid For By
Virginia Bolen, Campaign Treasurer
Others may be critical of
Beech Bend during the runwere
for
scheduled
ning of the National Hot Rod your work efforts now. Try not
Association
Sportsnational to take this too personally. By
drag races, wIlich continued day's end you're more efficient than ever.
through today.

n

Weekend Derailments Point To
Condition Of Tracks In State

22)41244A

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18j
You may seem preoccupied
to loved ones. Extra work may
have to be attended to before
you're free to enjoy the. night
out together.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Despite constant reminders,
you may be reluctant to
handle a domestic matter, but
the outcome will be more
favorable than you think.
YOU BORN TODAY are
well suited for public life.
Politics, the stage, and reform
movements will hold your
interest and keep your restless
nature satisfied. Always on
the go, you'll scatter your
energies if you don't find a
career that provides excitement. Learn to analyze
things, to dig below the surface, and then you won't be so
easily bored. Gifted with
words and potentially a deep
thinker, you can write and
lecture. Both practical and.
idealistic, you're attracted to
avant garde occupations. A
genuine humanitarian, you'll
work hard for causes that
interest you: Birthdate of:
Patrick Henry, American
patriot; Bob Hope, entertainer; and John F. Kennedy, U.S. president.
©1979 King Features Syndicate, Inc

Health Education System.
role ot the pnysician in tics
Under the direct supervision community
and
the
of their preceptors, Dr. management
of
health
Thomas L. Hopkins, Dr. problems in the community.
Burton Young and Dr. Ronald
Ms. Jill Leoblin, under the
Babb, the dental hygiene direct supervision of her
students develop and put into preceptor, Neil Tanner, will
practice their technical skills develop and practice her
in the dental office. Their technical skills in the physical
internship includes practical therapy department of the
training
in
providing Murray-Calloway
County
prophylaxis, applications of Hospital. One of the goals of
flourides and introduction of the program is to improve the
preventive -practice.s, along skills of the student therapist,
with delivering oral health which in turn enhances the
education presentations to clinical teaching as well as the
students in the communities patient care in the area.
schools. This enables the
All AHES students coming
students to gain an un- to the Purchase area receive
derstanding of the interaction the opportunity to be involved
of dental hygiene with the in community activities and to
total health care delivery learn about our part of the
system of the community.
state. The students all receive
Grant, under the direct academic credit for their time
supervision of his preceptor, spent with local preceptors.
Dr. Gene Cook, develops and
wknary_ purpose of
practices his technical skills AHES is to create an offin thCrnedical office and the campus educational opMurray-Calloway
County portunity for students and to
Hospital. Through the U of L achieve a more effective
Rural Health Preceptorship distribution of health manprogram, fourth year medical power in the Commonwealth.
students have the option of Through AHES, medical and
taking their preceptorship in dental students and students
family medicine, internal in allied health fields are
medicine, obstetrics and given opportunities for
gynecology, pediatrics, clinical experience in rural
surgery or psychiatry.
areas of the commonwealth.
While the specific focus of
A program of the Council on
their clinical experience will Higher Education, AHES is
be reflective of the particular funded by the commonwealth
discipline involved, the of Kentucky. The program is
overall preceptorship will be carried out in this area by the
similar in that they will focus Jackson Purchase Area
on exposing the student to Health Education System
local health care system, the regional organization.

ELECT

Harry Russell
To
City Council

May 29th

88 Arrested At Beech
Park Near Bowling Green

Lee Bolen

Common Council

STEVE
BESHEAR

Police said fights broke out,
and one man was pulled from
a van, which was set afire and
pushed in the Barren River.
The sheriff's department
called state pblice, and riotequipped troopers were sent to
the park,officials said.
State police said the arrests
began when rocks and bottles
were thrown at police from the
crowd.

MISS YOUR PAPER?

ATTORNEY
GENERAL

Subscribers who have not
received Hien Mom.-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger &
Times by 5.30 p.m. Monday Friday or by 3:30 p.m. on
Saturdays are urged to call
753.1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday-friday, or
3:30 p.m and 4 p.m. Sat ur
days, to lasers delivery of the
newspaper. Calls must be
pieced by 6 p.m. weekdays or
4 p.m Saturday& to goeirmrtee
delivery.

West
Kentucky
( Dawson Springs Native)

"... Independence...
Excellent record of performance..
he promises to increase consumer advocacy in consumerism and utility cases...
Mr. Beshear deserves the DEMOCRATIC
NOMINATION"

Kelly Williams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Williams,
1606 Keenland, Murray, Kentucky will serve as an intern
during the month of June, on
the staff of U. S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard in Washington.
Kelly is a 1977 graduate of
Mortar —Nigh School in
Calloway County and is
presently a junior at the
University of Kentucky,
Louisville.
At the University of Kentucky, Kelly is a member of
the Pi Beta Phi sororit
Student Alumni Association
and is majoring in Public Administration.

JOIN US
ELECTION NIGHT!
We'll all be at the Holiday Inn in Mayfield on election night to count the
votes in my race and all the others. There will be television„ radio and tote
boards to keep up with the count as well as refreshments and live enterta)nment.
Make gag plans to share the election night excitemefirWith us beginning
at 6:00 p.m.

RE-ELECT SENATOR RICHARD

Please Re-Elect

J.D..Outland

-WEISENBERGER

City Council
lam

Your Vote II influence
Will Bo Apprectistod

MAY DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY

Courier Journal and Times,"Opinion," May 20, 1979, Dl
Paid for by Steve and Tonda Welt

Paid political adv. by R.C. Alexander, Treasurer, Mayfield, Ky
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Mortgage Plans Help Dreams Come True
IMIT ADS MB
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fixed amount each year for a
13) LOUISE COOK
period of five to 10 years. Then
Associated Press Writer
Thousands of Americans they level off. You pay more in
the long run in exchange for
are making their dreams of
home ownership come true paying less in the beginning.
Suppose, for example, you
with the help of untake out a $50,000, 30-vear
conventional mortgage plans.
The most widespread mortgage at 9 percent. The
alternative to the traditional monthly payment with a
system is the graduated conventional mortgage would
2. be $402.50. Assume, however,
mortgage
payment
you choose a graduated plan
sometimes known as the
where
monthly payments
help
GPM. It's designed to
young families *hose income increase by 7'2 percent a year
for five years. Here is what
can be expected to rise with
you would pay each month,
time.
to, he Department
according
like
works
The program
of Housing and Urban
this:
Monthly payments during Development:
-First year $303.94
the early years are lower than
-Second year $326.74
they would be with a regular
-Third year $351.24
rise
They
mortgage.
-Fourth year $377.59
gradually, increasing by a

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
te

ACROSS
1 K no-c-k
5 Sicilian volcano
9 Limb
12 Nobleman
13 At that time
1-4 Inlet
15 Body of soldiers
17 Holds back
19 Balanced
21 Young lady

22 Halt
24 Tantalum
symbol
25 Secret
agent
26 Bitter vetch
; 27 Dippers
29 Behold!
31 Robert E
32 King of
Bashan
33 Digraph
34 Turf
35 French article
-36 Handles
38•Possessed
Insect
-40 Army officer Ably
.11 Bushy
clumps
_42 Solar disk
••-44 Title of respect
:46 Hold
; 48 Bury
• 51 Regret
-52 Stalk
:
:54 Bristle
55 transgress
50 Nuisance
- 57 Eons
DOWN
1 $oak

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
2 Swiss river
3 Suggest
Sailing yessel
5 Latin conjunction
6 Y-arn
7 Want
8 Emmet
9 Panoply
10 Frees of
11 Church service
16 Greek letter
18 European
mountams
20 Platform
22 Retail
44 Insect
36 Wigwam
23 Maple, e g
45 After la
e.g
25'Oceans
47 Snake
37 Straightens
27 Learning
49 Greek letter
39 Faux pas
28 Latvian na50 Ethiopian
41 Taut
tives
title
42 Land meas-,
29 Burden
53 Mountain
•
ure
30 Advantage
labbr
43 Journey
34 Brsefer

mimmo norm
mn nnonn omon
nno mnnnm non
nnnm mnonn nm
mmnn nmnano
noon nmno
nonnnon moo
Of nomoo noon
nn m minim ono
non mown MO
nonnoo worm
unman BMW
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-Fifth year $405.96
-Sixth year $436.35
The payments would remain
at $436.35 for the rest of the
mortgage per. Over 30
years, y9u would pay just over
$152,000.
With a conventional mortgage, you would pay only
$145,000, or $7,000 less. During
the first five years, however,
you will pay about $3,000 less
with a GPM; your-monthly
payments during the first year
would be almost $100 less than
they would be with a
traditional mortgage.
A government brochure,
"Move in with a Graduated
Payment Mortgage," offers
more information on the
subject. It is available, at no
charge, from the Consumer
Information Center, Dept.
656G, Pueblo, Colo. 81009.
Until this year, graduated
payment plans were available
only on mortgages insured by
Housing
-the-- Federal
Administratiori. Late in, 1978,
however, the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board_ authorized
similar loans by federally
chartered savings and loan
institutions.
There are no figures
available on how many
graduated payment mortgages have been issued
across the country so far, Chet
Foster of The Department of
Urban
and
Housing
Development, ?id, however,
that the FILM alone had insured 81,000 graduated
payment mortgages as of the
end of March - up from only
9,000 less than a year ago.
In an effort to encourage the
use of graduated payment
mortgages, HUD recently
announced a program under
which lenders will be able to
use the mortgages as
collateral on securities they
sell to investors. The money
raised by the sale of securities

24
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HE'S ROUN0IN6 SECOND!
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- which will be guaranteed by
HUD's Government National
Mortgage Association - wilir
then be available for more
mortgage loans.
Graduated payment mortgages are not the only
alternatives to the traditional
system.
Older Americans who have
paid off their mortgages and
want to raise money without
selling their homes outright
Can take advantage of the
Reverse AnnuityZefortgage or
RAM. The horneovr who
takes out a reverse mortgage
against the equity in his or her
house is paid a fixed sum at
regular intervals for a given
period of time. At the end of

I SAID A

TALL
DRINK OF
SODA

' WELL,
> SURE,
ESLONOIE
/•••-_/

I THINK I KNOW
WHAT THE PROBLEM
15, GENERAL

'THE CAPTAIN
SAID YOU'RE
tHAV t NG
TROUBLE
WITH YOUR
DISHWASHER

AT EJAN6ALLA
PR/50N„. •
WOW/
WILL IT
VADRK

JUT CAN'T
I STAY AWAY,
CAP; Mi95
U5

SURE.
THEY
SAY YOU
MI55 A

BOIL'.

ir/e4r9 upe
CAP.-„1T'

,A WILD
IDEA!

CAP

WOR T H

A TRY. BE
q.EADY,
JOKKO

Ilmeamolmi

The property assessment
books will be open for inspection the week of June 4
thru June 8,. 1979. The hours
will be 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
The office is located on the first floor of the court house.

CHARLES E. HALE .
PROPERTY-VILUATION ADMINISTRATOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY

an

Two _persons were
injured wheaa Car ran off U.S.
421 Saturday night one-half
mile south of Bear Branch in
Leslie County, offiCia Is said.
Police said David Harris, 15,
of Bear Branch was dead at

Steiger Awarded
Fellowship To
Attend Seminar

rk.
eE
CI IC
rtT
t.Ico
C:3p4
2

Richard Steiger of the
department of English at
Murray State University has
been awarded a fellowship
from the National Endowment
for the Humanities to attend a
summer seminar at Stanford
University.
The purpose of the seminars
is to provide college teachers
with opportunities to work
with distinguished scholars in - their fields at institutions with
libraries suitable for advanced study. Competition for
places in these seminars is
keen.
Steiger will attend a
seminar in Greek tragedy
under the direction of
Professor Marsh McCall of
Stanford University. Steiger
will also write a research
paper during the summer
course. The course runs from
June through August.
--Steiger, who has been at
Murray State for three years,
has had a total of eight years
of teaching experience in
classical literature. His
doctoral dissertation at the
University of California at
Berkeley was on Latin and
English poetry.
He has published an article,
'Pope's 'Augustan' Horace,"
in Arethusa, an important
journal of classical literature.
He has recently returned from
reading a paper at a scholarly
meeting in Pittsburgh.

WKU Head To
Use 'Open Door'
AWAY

I'M TAKING ALL 'THE
RISK. JU5T HELP ME
GET THAT CHOPPER
THE ONE GETTING
FUEL.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
New Western Ken(Al')
tucky University President
Dr. Donald Zacharias says he
will institute "open door" and
"open ear" policies when he
takes office. Zacharias will be
August 1 as
installed
Western's sixth president,
replacing retiring Dr. Dero
Downing.
Zacharias met Wednesday
with the school's board of
regents, representatives of the
faculty senate and other
campus groups.
He said the main concern
concern expressed by faculty
members is the salary scale.
ADVANCED STUDY.
Easter Seal donations have
"made possible scholarships
wid fellowships for advanced
study by more than 1200
doctors, therapists, and other
professional workers to serve
the handicapped.

2. NOTICE
KeDUCE -SAFE and fat,
witn`GoBese Tablets and EN/8p "water pills" Holland
Drug, 109 54th Street
6, HELP WANTED
ABOVE AVERAGE ability
trainees 17 25 year olds.
cleptrnent of Navy will hire
Starting pay $419 48.5
thr
per month. Electronics,
and
fields,
aviation
We
fields.
mechanical
provide training, room and
board. Call Navy (502) 7536439.
DESK CLERK, full time,
days, Apply at Regal 8;1517 S
12th Street,Murray.
FULL TIME lady, selling
and some book work. Send
resume to P.O Box 32 T
PART TIME waitress Apply
at the Rib Shack, 901 Coldwater Road.
WANTED: COOKS and
waitresses Apply,in person
Trenholm's Restaurant.
WILL DO Babysitting in my
home, any hours, any age,
have
Experienced
WHAT WE do best is care
references Call 753-1477.
Needline 753 6333
11. WANT TO BUY
nor
JUNK CARS. Call after Som.
474-8838.
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 527.
1315.
WANTED tTO buy: standing
timber, top prices paid. 4892334
WANT TO buy hand craft
items. Call 753.7989.
FREE STORE 759 4600
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FIVE SETS aluminum motor
home leveleri, $75, rear view
mirrors, S10. 753:71153.
TWO HOOVER sweepers
and a Regina buffer, for sale.
Serving
Aviati,,n
Call 753.628.4,
Calloway Co. And
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753 1551 or 7S3Areas
Surrounding
9104.
Office
Agriculture
"-44'
WONDERLAND
489-2216:
Phone
Runabout
FIBERGLASS
trailer,
Sportsman
boat,
Residents 753 1146.
cushions, ski life jacket, set
fashioned
2 hp
/
OLD
REAL.
of Kimberly skiis, 331
hickory smoked bar b q, by
1970 Johnson motor Also five
the shoulder or by the pound,
800 16 5 used tires, 4 regular
packaged to go at Big Joe's
and one snow, three 100 lb.
propane tanks, screen house
Bar.B Q. Coldwater Road,
759 1864.
porch for 16' trailer. used 4"
cast iron pipes. Call 436 2722.
16. HOME FUN NtStIthOS
DO `I-MOWN ANY
19 CUBIC FOOT frost free
Frigidare
refrigerator,
•
harvest gold, excellent
condition. 489 2450. •
Let us reset
DINING TABLE and 4
) them in lowly
chairs, solid cherry wood.
Ca-4443543U,
r ReSistik"'
French
SIZE
FULL
Provincial canopy bed and
• dresser with mirror, full size
mattress and box springs,
.41 kw ow /hi
' included for $700. Call 753
eSwur'n tn.
8011 or 753-6897.
veLet ca.
her
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS for
rrywier.ftte(IMPS
sale: Frigidare Frost free
refrigerator freezer,
$175;
Burris green vinyl recliner,
$50, J.C. Penney ladies .10.
S. 4th Murray
speed bicycle, $50. three
shelf bookcase with glass
doors, $25. two large whiskey
barrels, 1.8 each, used golf
clubs, bag and hand cart,
550, 8 X 10 brown braided
rug, $15. Call 753 8066 after 4
pm
HIDE-A-BED. Call 759-1149.
TWO 8- ANTIQUE oak
• showcases. 382 2174. '
18. FARM EQUIP.
Masse/.
SALE:
FOR
tractor, 1962
Ferguson
model. Also 2 flat bed
trailers, two and threfe axle
heavy duty. 354-6644, Benton,
IMggerEMMMEKW
22. MUSICAL- -• Nampo •
•.*
MUST SELL, 7 floor model
tr becks
organs, (new
warrenty),
*WNW
before new shipment arrives,
* Mew Srawas
our special deal to you we
make down_payment, you
*Compafer
make the small monthly
(Aistoinotivo)
as tow as $15 per
payments
*Law Trio& Wheel Wow
month Clayton's, J. S. B
deg
Music 753 7575
*ON, Mors,& Lobo
-,'..11ot1or4os, Noses, Bolts
(MN Asionsorios, etc.)
NilINSPICT1011
Diaipiati Imo of car, trod,
firm lima, IS. IS., & road
service

I. LEGAL NOTICE

NOTICE

A FINAL settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
K.
--Jeffrey,Charles
Administrator, 01 the estate
of Bessie Jones; deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed iii the Calloway
district couft on or before
the
23,
and
Lily
Begley,
scene,
June 6, 1979, the date of
By The Associated Press
of Hyden died later at ,141e,: hearing
At least eight persons were
,
-W. Shea, Circuit
Frances
University of Kentucky
killed in holiday weekend
Court Clerk.
center.
medical
A FINAL settlement of ac
accidents on Kentucky 'highBarry K. Stanton, 20,
counts has „peen filed in the ways, bringing the slate's
Calloway district court by
eed
Hobbes Mill, was pron
traffic death toll for the year
Jeffrey,
K
dead at the scene after t e car • Charles
said.
police
state
Administrator, of the estate'
311,
to
he
ran
U
421
off
was
driving
of
J.
Goldie
Morris,
Through the same date a year at
. deceased. Exceptions to this
Cranks in Harlan Cou
ago, 285 persons had died on state police said.
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
Kentucky roads.
A Maysville man and a
on
or before June 6, 1979 the
ateven Ray Smith, 18, of Louisville resident died in
date of hearing
Sunday
died
Taylorsville
Frances W. Shea,
rural
separate accidents earlier
County Circuit Clerk.
morning of injuries he Saturday.
A FINAL settlement of ac
received in an accident
Samuel Harness, 26, of
counts has been filed in the
to
Saturday, according
CalloWay district court by
Louisville died when his
Leila Erwin, Executrix, of
Deputy Coroner Robert motorcycle collided with 4 car
the estate of E. Stark Erwin,
Carter.
on Orell Road in Jefferson
deceased Exceptions to this
-State police said Smith was County, according to KSP
settlement must be fAed on
or before June 6; 1979, the
driving alone in a car on High- headquarters in Frankfort.
date of hearing.
way 44, 8 miles west of
A 52-year-old Maysville man
Frances W Shea,
Taylorsville, when the car left died after the t.ank truck, he
Circuit Court CIO
the wet road and hit a tree.
was driving left U.S. 68, 4
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
following
estate
The body of Harley Wilson, miles east of Carlisle in. The
appointments have
fiduciary
37,_ of Siler, was found in his Nicholas County.
been made in the Calloway
State police said Norman ' district court All claims
overturned, car Sunday
against these estates should
morning on Kentucky 1595 in -Mineer died at the Nicholas
sv-ith th.e fiduciary
hour- be.filed
Whitley County. Stare'3011e County Hospital about
within six months of date of
qualification
said they were uncertain when after the accident.
Myrtle Trevathan, 216 irvan,
the accident occurred.
Murray, KY, deceased,
Lewis Hopson, 29, of
Dorothy Harris. 1640 Olive
KY.
Murray,
Street,
Earlingt on, died Saturday
Executrix.
night in a two-vehicle collision
1710
Saegesser,
Homer
in Hopkins County, state
, Murray, KY.
Calloway A.
H
Samuel
deceased,
accident
The
said.
police
Saegesser, 302 W 6th Street,
occurred inside the city limits
KY,
Benton,
Adminlstrator.
of Madisonville.
W. Shea, Circuit
Frances
fatally

HE'S I4EAPIN6 FOR
HOME!SLIDE,

PLEASE GIVE
HIM A KISS
POR ME-›

1. LEGAL NOTICE

At Least Eight Killed
In Weekend Traffic

SNOOP'.'SLIDE!!

t•AiR.C21-ro-4ER5, IPOck..aar
TO KISS OAG1.A.4000
G000-13YE. THIS'
MORNING.

that period, the reverse
mortgage can be refinanced
or the house can be sold and
the loan paid off. The bank
board ituthorized federally
chartered savings and loans to
offer FtAMs at the same time
it okayed the graduated
payment plans.
Variable Rate Mortgages
offer a third alternative. They
generally are available only
from state chartered savings
and loan institutions and thus
far have aroused the greatest
in
interest
California.
Variable rate plans have a
floating rate of interest which can go up or down,
depending on market conditions.

• Hickory smoked her-begee, 25 years experience. Rawson Meier, lea, 413 S. 41h
St. 753-9151.
Phete Copy
Machine
Sales Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PROBICTS
1534123

CUSTOM DOZING
$32.00 per hour
Free Estimate
7534391
GOD IS LOVE I John 4 8
ye first the
"But seek
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6 33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
at 12 30 on VVSJE
• Suncloys
-

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
A Specialty At

Starks Nardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'
CONCERT, SATURDAY
June 2, 8 pm at West Ken
lucky Expo Center, Happy
Goodman Family. •,

IF YOU
NEED THEM
489-2414
Airport
753-9332
Ambulance_
753-6622
Comp. Care
Fire (City-)
753-1441
Fire(County I
753-6952
Foster Parents
753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum, Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Humane Soc.
759-4141
Learn To Read
753-2288
753-NEED
Needline
753-1792
Parents' Anon.
Poison Control
753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens
753-0929.
Sheriff ..
753-3151
State Pol,
1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
near the telephone.

Summer
league
baseball pks. Call
for details. 153.
8298.

Farmers
Air Service

IDLEDOMONDS?

EAR
STUDS

FURCHES JEWELRY
r

BIBLE CALL
Near Monday and
Tuesday, "HomoResponsibilities of
Husbands," 7594444 or "Children's
Story-Abraham's
Test,"
Greatest759-4445.

.11Acleanced,

Kelley's Termite
& Pest control

AONVIZED OIL

PA..,

Overby-Gen.
Dick
Mgr.
John Newberry-Serv,
Mgr.

24. MISCELLANEOUS
AIR
COMPRESSORS,
Quincy, Ingersoll-Rand, etc.
Sales, Parts and Service 4-429396.

NOTICE
The City of Murray is requesting bids on the
following equipment to be installed at the new Central Garage Facility at 201 Andrus Drive.
1. Two(2)fuel pumps
2. One(1)knocked-down steel island
3. One(1)canopy
4. An electrical, automatic motor fuel and data
acquisition system Specifications for the above
mentioned items are available at the City Clerk's
Office 5th and Poplar Streets. Bids must be in the
Cierk's Office by 1:30 p.m. on June 5th, 1979 and will
be opened at that time.
you can earn

$955 A WEEK
PART TINE GUARANTEED
The simple reason that such an income is passible is because the confectron industry is a billion dollar market and increasing rapidly
This success is because the prrwhicts are well known, very popular,
best selling

NABISCO
Nationally Advertised Brands
ORO LORNA BOONE
CHEESE PEANUIRITTER CNIPITS
FIG NEWTONS LEMON MAME
and many more TOP SELLERS
We furnish all protected high traffic accounts, products, dispensers,
displays and supplies All you do is restock the account,.
You must be service-onented, desire your own business and have
adequate operating funds We do the rest If you qualify

IN PASUCAll, CALL MR. BRADLEY

(502)443-7521
Monday, and, TUESDAY, 94i(
Only
NATIONWIDE('ANDY INVISMN LTD
455 Almaden Expressway,San Jo.., Ca 115120

emit

'
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
14. MISCELLANEOUS
32. APTS. FOR RENT
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
43. REAL ESTATE
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
TWO AKC registered St.
FURNISHED
APART
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
puppies,
9 weeks
MENTS, one 'or
two Bernard
remnants,
discontinued
Old, one male, one female,
paint, interior and exterior. bedroom. Also sleeping very reasonable. Call 753
rooms.
Zimmerman
Big
savings!
Sherwin
5696.
Williams Company, 753 3321. Apartments, South lath
Street 753 6609
WHITE MALE German
EXTERIOR PAINT. regular
Shepherd, white male West
$1299 now $8 99 Interior FURNISHED
Hyblander Terrier. Papers
paint, regular $999 now UNFURNISHED. One With each. Call 753,1393.
57 99, also our best exterior bedroom, very close to
South 12th at Sycamore
University
campus. Call 753 41. PUBLIC SALES
iatex A 100, regular $1499
TELEPHONE 753166'
YARD SALE, May 30, 31, and
now only S10.99. Sherwin 8742 after 5 pm.
NICE
TWO
bedroom June I. Take Highway 121
Williams, 753 3321.
Farmington,
apartment,
near
west
to
564
married
couples
FLATBED TANDEM trailer
Every possibility is
with ramps, 20 ft. long, 7 ft. 6 preferred, no pets. $163 per turn right, 5 miles to Gob.o
available with the
Four room house full of
inches wide. Phone 753-1261 month. Call 753 6931.
TWO
BEDROOM,
house at 522 South 6th
un furniture, glassware, quilts,
after 5 pin.
round oak table and 6 chairs,
SUPER SAVING on carpet furnished apartment, player piano, oak organ, pie
Street!
Seven, nice
available
immediately. 753
vinyl
and
remnants;
safe, tools, etc.
size rooms, large lot,
discontinued paint; in stock 4331
ammor
43. REAL ESTATE
good, sound house.
wallpaper,
discontinued
carpet samples, and ladders.
Priced to be sold!
,We also.rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner We do
custom
picture framing.
Nice furnished apartSer-win Williams, 753 332).
ments for college
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
crawlers; - ,Rex's ,Norm
girls. Summer and
Farm, Irvin - Cciblo nnait
BOYD-MAJORS
Fall Semester. SwimHighway 732. Phone 436,5894.
ming pool and close to
REAL ESTATE
WALLPAPER CLOSEOUT
sale, all in stock wallpaper,
753-8080
campus. Phone 75350 per cent oft. Also 5 lines of
5865
days
or
753-5108
Interested in owning your own
walIpaper„ 25_ per Cent _Off'Professional Service,
after 6 p.m.- Sherwin Williams, 753-3321.
cleanup shop plus 1, two
With The Frienctfy Trim h
26. TV•RADIO
bedroom apartments on 113
NEWLY LISTED. .
WANTED. RESPONSIBLE 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
2
Hazel
acre
lot in city limits of
Near
party to take up payments on TWO BEDROOM house for
bedroom home, large
Murray/ Call Wayne Wilson at
25" color t.v. J 8 8 Music, rent, 9 miles from Murray.
753 755
$150 per montlx-. No children.
separate
kitchen,
753-3263
Phone 753 7987 anytime.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
dining. 2 acre lot.
1974 GRANVILLE
ALL
Here's a real bargain
electric mobile home, ex 34 RENT OR LEASE
cellent condition, new car
at ONLY $12,900. Don't
pet ipig,
completely
Wait To Call. BoydrerriCkleled. 753 9970.
Real Estate,
Majors
TWO' BEDROOM, -t2 x 50
105 N. 12th St:
Ramada, located at Riveria
Courts. Natural gas, air,
underpinned, completely
& REAL ESTATE
COUNTRY LIVING at its
furnished,S3300. Call 436 2130
best in this 'older home on
after 6 pm.
39211 12451.
Irvan
The
Cobb
home
Road.
Ideal for storing house
12 x 60 1974 WAYSIDE,
has 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
spacious two bedroom,
full of furniture, cars,
living room, dining room and
central air, underpinning,
bath. The best part is the
business
antiques,
he downs, storage shed. Call
acre of ground with garden
overflows, etc. Phone
136 2625 or 474 2226.
spot, apple trees, peach
trees, pear and cherry trees
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
12 X 52 HOME TTE, 2
and grape arbor. Good well. 3
BEDROOM, wasti0- -and
coal
grate fireplaces, and
dryer,
frost free
more for only $13,500.• The
refrigerator, dishwasher, air
Nelson Shroat Co. 759-1707.
.
conditioned, natural gas heat
Mini
----and stove. Excellent conWarehouse
dition. Can be seen at 0.4
Fox Meadows. Best offer.
Storage Space
A DIAMOND
Please call 753 7730 (home),
For Rent
753 2400 (work).

fast
Iland

billy
olds,
I hire
19 45
n'Cs,
and
We
and
) 753
time,
*1517 S
ell mg
Send

and
sOn
n my
age,
a ve
77
5 prn,
r will
527nding
. 409craft

ofor
view

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

opens
sale.
air
r 753A
A ND
bout
/filet%
t, Set
hp
five
ular
00 lb.
house
4"
2722.

S
t•free
ator,
'lent
nd 4
wood.

for
t free
$175;
liner,
as - to
three
glass
iskey
golf
cart,
aided
tier
1149.
oak

753-4758
26. MOB.HOME R E N'T6
FOR RENT: 10
55 mo11.-.home, all electric, on private
lot Ben Nix, 753 3785 after 5
Pm
MOBILE HOME on. Ut
South. One mile from cite
limits. Call 753 4502.
30. BUS. RENTALS
FOR RENT: 1000 ft. storage
space, Ith and Sycarbore. 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
Dry, safe, easy excessiblity, AKC
REGISTERED
only $60 per month. Cadiz, Dachshund puppies. 565. 7531
522 8469.
5052.
31. WANT TO RENT
AKC ALASKAN Malamute
LOCAL FAMILY with One Puppies, shots and wormed,
child and 2 cats would like to nice pets Arcadia Pines
rent 3 bedroom house In Kennels. 753 9390.
Murray or Southwest School DOBERMAN STUD service,
district. Please call after 6 Daniel's
Caesar,
Blue
pm, 753.8002
Can give champion pedigree AKC
references if required.
753-3277 after 5 pm.
32. NPTS. FOR REkT
GREAT DANE puppies, AK
APARTMENT AND sleeping C, 9 weeks, 575
Also
room for rent, close to available
Labrador
University. 753-4140 or 434'- Retreiver puppies, AKC, 9
weeks. Paradise Kennels,
2411.
,
FURN1SHEDONE and three 753 4106.
bedroom apartments, ad TERRI POOS (HALF
joining University,. 1303 Terriers. half Poodles),S50,Sweeks old Call 436 5610.
Chestnut. Phone 753 5101.

'

I

BO IIMAl
REAL ESTATE
753-8080•

"Prufesbak.nal Seri ices
With The Friendly Touch'.
NEWLY,LISTED. .
Extremely Attractive
7 room brick home
near old city park.
Central heat and air.
You should definitely
see this one. Owner
leaving area.. Priced
at $37,500. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
Ainley Auction I "
Realty Sales
alit,.1
‘Ppr411Ser
Fulton

474-3:1:i

"limn

NORNBUCHLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Prloo of
WIMP $2.00

Wm./

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
MI 1

PRICE SHAVE $1.75

Pe. brapiaml I Immo air *los ad 753.361.4 um am•rOmerre

101
1

'Boro-ki
1JORS

*NM P411. Service

Professional Services

With The Frighgi Touch-

FOR FREE
TRANSPORTATION

GREET .THE SUMMER. . . With a
delightful
lakeview
cottage. Completely
furnished on a large
wooded lot at a price
that makes sense to
your budget. Call us
today for details.
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate 105 N. 12th St.

On election day, May 29, call McBrayer
Headquarters,

753-0163 or 753-0165

NEW BUSINESS IN TOWN
Murray Paving Co. Inc.
•••••

Experience
In
Blacktopping, Grading,
Excavating &Dozer Work.
*No Job To Large Or Small*
FREE ESTIMATE
PHONE

43. REAL ESTATE

We have several
choice water-front and
lake
view
lots
overlooking the lake.
Water front lots have
gentle sloping terrain
down to the water so
that you can launch
your boat from your
house site. Lake view
lots have a lake access
area nearby. All of lots
have nice wooded
building sites. These
are located in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff
area of the lake.
Financing available.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St.,
Murray,753-0101/7531.

Absolutely everything! Family Room with
fireplace! Eat in kitchen! Formal dining
room! Double car
garage! Central heat
& air & much more!
Presented at $59,900.
City Convenience-Country Atmosphere! Just
minutes from town is
this 3 BR brick home
with family room &
fireplace. Has attached garage with
storage space and
deck for bar-b-queing.
Central heat & air for year around comfort!
Sound inviting'' Then
give us a call. Only
$42,900.
John Smith, Realtor

RATE THIS ONE
"GP" FOR
"GREAT PRICE"
Put your family filth/a
attractive 3 bedroom
home just listed with
Kopperud Realty. A
breezeway
covered
connects the house and
garage, and the
backyard is fenced for
your --convenience.
This home is located
on a quiet residential
street and is priced at
only $37,500. Call today
for an appointment.
Phone 753-1222 for all
the information.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Sourhside Co"Square
Murray, Kentucky

Of P
H
-s_litref s

753-7411 (anytime)
Do you want space to
have a home, garden,
orchard and trees? If
so, then you will want
one of the' five' acre
located
mini-farms
within a quarter of
mile of the lake. These
wooded homesites are
located on Ky 1918 a
blacktop road in the
Hamlin-Pine
Bluff
area. Phone and electric is in the area. Boat
launching area nearby.
Financing
available with small
down payment and
balance at less than
bank rd's. John' C.
Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St.,
Murray, 753-0101/7531
or call Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.

Owners

Paul Welch
753-0236
. LAKE LIYIN'
Panorama
Shores
home with 2 stories
and 9 rooms. Lovely
lake view and tree
shaded lot: Only
334,500. Phone Kopperud Realty/ 753-1222
for all the details on
this new bab .
I
.

NICE OLDER home in New
Providence plus 50 X 20
buildicig for most any use.
Home includes 4 bedrooms,
living room, dining room,
bath and utility room. Home
sits on 3,s acre lot and
- building across street also
sits on 34 acre lot. Home
Seperate is $18,750 -1sultallsg
is $15,000. Both together,
$33,500. The Nelson Shroat
Co. 759 1707,

43. REAL ESTATE

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates,
satisfied
references, Vigra Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
CARPENTERS
AVAILABLE, quality work,
realistic prices Call for free
estimates, 753 9987 after 4 30
Pm
DO YOU
need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 4354343.
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas white rocked and
graded, brown and white pea
gravel. Free estimates,
Clif•nrd Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 prnFENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for
your
needs.
FOR YOUR chain link
fencing
needs, contact
Montgomery Ward. Free
estimates. 7531966.
FOR YOUR garden breaking
and disc ing, call 753.6123.
FOR
home
YOUR
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes
and commercial, call 753
6123.
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753-1537.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.

93. tg*Vice-5 OFFERS()
MOBILE HOME anchors
and
underpinning,
aluminum, in 3 colors, and
fiberglass roots sealed Patio
awnings and aluminum
carports, single and double,
in colors. Phone 753 1873
MITCHELL BLACKTOP,
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat
ching and seal coating. 7531537.
MOWING AND LAWN Care
for the summer. By appointment Call 753-6912.
PIANO
TUNING
by
registered guild craftsman.
Dwight? Jackson, Mayfield,
247.5334
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753 4545.
WET
BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, P_a ctecalk_K Y 42001, or
call day or rhT,'Cilf
i 7026. •
WILLIE'S
INTERIOR.
exterior painting. Free
estimates. Call 759-1867 after
5 pm.

DREAM REALIZED: older
home
charm
and
spaciousness with new-home
comfort and convenience. In
1966 -Mustang, VS,
nice
neighborhood. 3-4
automatic transmission,
bedrooms, 2 baths, dining
power steering, Call
room, custom oak cabinet
kitchen,
large
master
Bob Wynn, 753-4333 or
bedroom suite, carpeted.
753-2975.
Central gas heat, energy
saving fireplace stove insert,
insulated, attic fan, 3 air
1973
THUNDERBIRD,
conditioners, all new elecEXCELLENT
condition,
trical, new roof plus arfully loaded, power and air,
WILL PLOW and disk
tistically decorated and lots
asking $2650. Call 1-247-1765
gardens. 753.1973 or 753.3,413
of storage. Move-in! Upper
after 5 pm.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
130's, by owner, 753-7102. No
and air conditioning, repairs
SO. USED TRUCKS
real estates please.
and remodeling around the
1978
DODGE
POWER
FOR SALE: basement house
home. 753-2211 or 753-9600.
WAGON, short wheel base.
and one acre on Highway
WILL DO ironing in my
Call 492.8531.
1346. Seven rooms, fireplace,
home. 753 7579.
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford
easy to heat, 2 large outWILL WASH and wax your
390
pickup,
motor,
buildings, 12 miles from
cars vans, at your home. For
automatic, price $1100. Call
Murray, close to Kentucky
appointment call 753-3728, 7
753-9957 after 6 pm.
Lake. Must see to apto
9 am or 8 11610 pm.
1977
FORD
PICKUP, 37,000
preciate. Seen
by ap55. FEED & SEED
miles, good condition. 753
pointments only. (502) 4371675 from 8 till Son 753-2615 or
4645.
FORREST SOY bean seed.
Concrete
patios,
Call 435.4543.
FOUR BEDROOM, 3 bath. 753-2495 evenings.
house for sale in Canterbury, 54 L600, SIDES, GOOD bed,
57. WANTED
driveways, sidewalks,
good mechankaily, has
by owner. Cali 753-7223.
PAYING NEW higher rate
and
basements.
No
job
dump
bed, $900. Call 753-5463
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
for silver coals, 5•1.50 for $1.00
or 753-0144.
too big or small. Free
baths. For more details call
face. Kennedy halves 1965-69,
51. CAMPERS
753-5167.
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
estimates, all work
(9011 642-5118.
TRADEWINDS
POP-UP
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
guaranteed.
Phone
362Camper
all
camping
gear
brick, 2 baths, living room,
WANTED: SPARE parts for
included, good condition
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
8664 after 5:30 p.m.
66 or 67 Karmen Ghia. Call
$400. Call 436-2430 after 6 pm.
garage, central gas heat and
1 753-6147.
electric air, brick porch and
27' VEGA, LOADED, like
patio, landscaped, kitchen
new, hitch included. 753-9920.
has many cabinets, built-in
52. BOATS &MOTORS
dishwasher, disposal, utility
COLEMAN
FOOT
room with W•D connection5.36
lots of storage, walki-n•15-0useboat• $8000. Good
▪ Walls, tiirlowtrroors and carpets. Free estimaes.
condition, sleeps 6, 155 hp
closets.
Low
S60's.
Chrysler 10 motor. 901-232
Insured and experienced. Call
only, 753-4133
or (713) 526-1592. 384-4 Lake 8666 or 901-24-8221.
day or night.
15
•
FT.
FABUGLASS boat,
St., Houston, TX 77098.
TWO BEDROOM house on with bass seats, 50 hp
one acre lot, full basement; Johnson,. and trailer. Needs
1 1 2 miles east of Almo. Call some work; tune-up and tire
repair. $325 takes it all.
753.6764101er 5 pm.
Nancy, 753-9327.
47. MOTORCYCLES
16' HOBBIECAT SAILBOAT
MOTOR- with trailer and all .ac.
YAMAHA
125
CYCLE, completely rebuilt, cessories. 753-3546 or_253$300. Call 753-1946.
2372.
48. AUTO.SERVICE
53. SERVICES OFFERED
FOR SALE: Set of Thun- ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
derbird mag wheels. Call 753- circulating
fireplaces,
3590 after 5 pm.
roofing, insurance work. Call
swot SI III
Murray Remodeling, 75349. USED CARS
•JD
COLLECTORS ITEM, 1971 5167.
Mask Ill, loaded with AIR COMPRESSORS and air
equipment and in good tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
and Service. 442 9396.
condition, $2000. Phone 354
6691.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son1973 CHEVELLE SS, 350, General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
PECIAL
bucket seats,$1200. 753-7147.
1975 CHEVROLET FOUR gutters, and roofing, call. 1wheel drive, automatic, 395-4967 or 1.362.4895.
power BACK HOE WORK, septic
steering,
pOwer
brakes, $3500. Can be seen at tanks, gragel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
806 Coldwater Road.
Reg S1388
et...Wady )4.41.41led
FOR SALE: 1974 Honda _CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Now only
Civic, asking $1600. Must Block garages, basements,
• Filt•r II Pump
sell! Can be seen at corner of driveways, walks, patios,
fin,ancing
• Steal bracing
steps, free estimates. 75315th and Poplar.
AvAitaelf • •Sun d•ck
SPORT 5476.
LEMANS
1976
Great Savings ON 22 MODELS
•Lily Pad Sktmm•r
Coupe. Double power and CAN'T GET those small jobs
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex- ,around the house or mobile
• literary Gaug• Vinyl Lin*.
cellent mileage, $1950. Phone home done? Carpentry,
• Pool Ladd•r
CALL NOW!
painting,
- •
354-6217.
plumbing,
•CSaferty Fence &Stairs
aluminum
siding, patios,
•
small concrete iobs. Call 4362562 after 5 pm.
1972 Chevy Impala in
out of town call collect
COMPARE. AND save on
good condition. Call
chain link fencing. Circle A
PENGUIN POOLS
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
operator on
Fencing. 753-8407.
lie) Fe, kalif, Road Swift lid. Lovis•olle. NY
Duty 24 Hrs
114113
CARPET CLEANING, at
Coll 7 days
reasonable rates. Prompt
Must sell.
a week
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489 2774.

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

Swing House Cleaning
Special
, 7594176

416-5874
Ronnie Geurin
436-5874

°CARTER CHALLENGED CONGREaSS TO
SUBMIT A GAS RATION PLAN 1N 90
DAYS. THEY COULDN'T PASS A PAY
RAISE IN THAT SHORT TIME.II

TAX
SHELTER
Rental
property near University.
. Over $600 income per month
for only 535,500. Ds:wawa it on
this one. Phone Guy Spann
Realty, 753-7724.

1101117111111t11
\ .•

41 '. '4,4-'2W

11/4 %low

IN THE ROUGH
Just listed, older cabin
one mile from Kenlake
State Park on private
150 x 260 wooded lot.
Only --$0;500: Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222.

1974
MONTE
CARLO,
midnight blue with white
vinyl top, 47,000 miles,
loaded, in excellent con
dition. Phone 767- 2557.
CARLO,
MONTE
1974
midnight blue with white
vinyl top, 47,000 miles,
loaded, in excellent condition. Phone 753-0905.
PONTIAC
BON
1975
NEVILLE, 2 door, AM FM
tape, electric windows, $1950
753 4445.
1977 SILVER FORD LTD
Landau, all extras, 30,000
males Call 753.8921 after 4
Pm

4f5

Saw

WILSON

REAL ESTATE
753-8080

ORS,
s
, etc
e 442

1974 Buick Rept excolliont contrition, air,
AM-FM radio, moot soll.
Call after 5, 753-9964.
Will consider reososoido
offer.

INSURANCE

Office Space for
rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00.

ench
and
11 sits
rings.
1753

odd!
ty),
Ives,
we
, yetithly
5 per
88

1973 MONTE CARLO, 63,000
miles, power and air, factory
mags, best offer Call 435
4540

FOR
ROT

pr),
Cold

ssel,
1962
bed
axle
ton.

49, USED CARS

753-4451

(502) 966-4258

For your vacation or
retirement living you
must see this lake
front home. It is
situated on a beautiful
water-front - lot
overlooking
the
Cypress Bay area of
the lake. A glass enclosed porch offers a
spectacular view of
the water activities of
the lake. The house is
well equipped and
ready for immediate
occupancy.
The
floating dock will
provide a place to dock
your boat and also a
place from which to
fish. Call us for an appointment to see this
John
home.
C.
Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St.,
Murray, 753-0101,7531
or call Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
BUILDING LOTS in city
school district for only 52,500
and $3,500. Guy Spann
Realty, 753 7724
45. FARMS FOR SALE
15 ACRES -WOODED land
near Cypress Greet Owner
An extra.
will finance
ordinary bur at $19.500. Guy
Spann Realty, 753 7724.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
brick home
BY OWNER
near highschool Carpeted
entrance
throughout,
hall; 3
bedrooms„ 2_ baths living
room, family ream with
fireplace, kitchen with built
in range, disposal, dish
washer, utility room with
buitt Ms, -altiC Storeage,
patio, 2 car garage, gas heat
and central air Low utilities
Priced in 560'S. By ap
pointment only, 1715 Holiday
Drive, 753 5492

$777

All N
POOLS
INCLUDE:

_.,_
,

Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from

the paper and save for handy reference)

OS

BOO
%
•

Ak
'
.

IIP

Quality Service Company *X'
"Heat Pump Specialists"
Modern Sheet Metal
& Service Departments.

Fire

753-1441

Carriers

753-9290

_

•

Hinman's
OERIars
REFINISHING
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Rainy Weather And
GasShortage Led To
Low Traffic Counts

Deaths and Funerals
Glenn Eaker Dies
At Hospital
At Age Of 43
Glenn Eaker of Murray
Route 8, Overby Road, died
Sunday about 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 43 years of
age.
His death was due to a self
inflicted wound in the head by
a 38 caliber pistol, according
to Calloway County Deputy
Coroner Bill Marcum who was
called to the scene. The
gunshot wound occurred at his
home, Marcum said.
The deceased was born
March 19, 1936, and was the
son of Dorothy Humphreys
Eaker, who survives, and the
late Charlie Eaker. One son,
Charles Graves Eaker, died
Feb.7 of this year.
Mr. Eaker is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ramona Galloway
Eaker; one daughter, Mrs.
Tony (Glenda) Bayless, and
one grandson, Murray Route
8; two sons, Rodney Eaker,
Murray, and Gary Eaker,
Murray Route 8; his mother,
Mrs. Dorothy Eaker, and one
brother, Jeff Esker, 400 North
Fifth Street, Murray.
The funeral and burial
arrangements are incomplete,
but the MaxChurchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
-arrangements.

Mrs. McClard Dies
At Home Saturday;
Funeral Is Today

Rites Are Tuesday
For Robert Allen
The funeral for Robert S.
Allen will be held Tuesday
morning at the chapel of the
Schoedinger Funeral Home,
Columbus, Ohio. Burial will
follow in a cemetery there.
Mr. Allen, 45, died Thursday
at 7 p.m. at a hospital in
Columbus, Ohio. His death
followed an illness of about
two weeks. He was district
manager for the Natural Gas
Company at Columbus.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. June Foy Allen, and two
sons, Scott and Jeff Allen,
'Columbus, Ohio; mother-inlaw, Mrs. S. V. I Mary) Foy,
and sister-in-law, Mrs. Ted
(Jennell) Howard, both of
Murray; two brothers-in-law,
William Foy, Lexington, and
Bobby Foy. Colurnbis, S. C.

Versailles Man
Among Those
Killed In Crash

the Murray State University campus recently for their silver anniversary
MSU CLASS OF 1954 - Returning to
's graduating class of 1954. They are, seated, from the left Clinton
institution
the
reunion were these members of
BarHopkinsville; Sylvia Clark Puckett, Murray; Jean Ulm Cooper, Atlanta;
Rowlett, Murray; Janice Wheeler Rorie,
Murray; Dean
Bidwell,
Dick
left
from
row,
Back
Murray.
Parker,
Roberts
bara Ashcraft Brandon and Charlotte
David West, Mayfield; Thomas D. Forrest, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; Billy Joe
Akridge, Fredonia; Dan Shipley, Murray;
Jerry Wilson, Frankfort. The '54 class officers were: Ronnie Sholar,
Puckett and Robert GIM Jeffrey, Murray; and
ident; Brenda Smith, Murray, secretary: and Raymond Sumner,
vice-pres
Salem,
Pace,
Hopkinsville, president; Don
class editor for the vearbook,"The Shield."
Cadiz, treasurer. Shipley was the senior

VERSAILLES, Ky.(AP)A Versailles resident was
among those killed in Friday's
Chicago plane crash.
••• (Continued From Page One
The Victim was identified as
Alexander
Dr. Charles
Nunn
Johnstone, 57, a veterinarian government. The U.S. Justice
in Lexington, 8 a.m. in Scott County,
Nunn had no appearances scheduled
who was flying to Washington Department list -week authorized
8:45 a.m. in Harrison County, 9:30 a.m.
Sunday or today. He is slated to vote
state to examine yearlings at
in Bourbon County, 10:15 a.m. in
convening of a federal grand jury, as
Tuesday in Lexington and spend
a sale.
DI
11
a.m.
Nicholas
Mason
County,
Hubbard had hoped.
election night at his Louisville election
He had been in private
11:45
in
a.m.
County,
1
County,
Fleming
The 41-year-old Hubbard usually is an
a
was
headquarters.
and
1955
since
.practice
p.m. in Bath County, 1:45 p.m. in
underdog in his races and is proud of
White
pioneer in thoroughbred
2:30
in
p.m.
Rowan
County,
Carter
a stretch runner, but has
White went to church Sunday in
identification and bloc‘cl- being
in
3:15
4
County,
p.m.
and
Lewis
County
adthe
with
that
acknowledged
Bowling Green and planned to return to
typing techniques.
p.m. in Boyd County, with a closeout
ioh's political clout and
his Louisville headquarters today.
Johnstone was previously ministrat
rally at 7 p.m. in Greenup County.
it's uphill all the way.
employed by Keeneland Brown's millions,
attended church Sunday in
where he was in charge of the Hubbard
ANINTTS Post
track's identification Lexington, addressed an
( Continued From Page One)
Program at
Day
Memorial
70
program.
and
Republicans running for state
Whitesburg; Frances Jones Mills,
And he had served as Bluegrass Memorial Gardens,
He
Ashland.
at
rally
a
are Thomas Paterkamp,
treasurer
.
for
attended
Frankfort
an
M.
Nelson,veterinari
Ida
and
Gray:
examining
at
Covington; Charles Allen Hardwick,
Republican candidates are Earl R.
the 'New York Racing scheduled news conferences today
Association at Belmont Park. 7:30 a.m. in Bowling Green,9:30 a.m. at
Borders III, Stanton; Rowe Harper,, Betsey; and Dr. James G. Wilhite,
Lexington. No Democrats are running.
He was a native of Baker- Hopkinsville, 11:30 a.m. at Paducah,
Owensboro; and James L Van Hoose,
Candidates for superintendent of
sfield, Calif., and a graduate 2:30 p.m. at Henderson and 4:30 p.m. at
Paintsville.
public instruction are Democrats Jerry
of Colorado A&M Veterinary Owensboro, and a 7:30 p.m. rally at his
Candidates for attorney general are
Alleyne, Georgetown; Raymond H.
School. He is survived by a home town of Mayfield.
Democrats Jarvis Allen, Prestonburg;
McBrayer
Barber, Lexington; John H. Cooper,
wife, a son and three
Steven L. Beshear, Lexington; and
Tolhurst,
George
daughters.
Lexington;
The administration-endorsed conJack Smith, Anchorage. Republicans
A memorial service was testant is 41-year-old Terry McBrayer,
Louisville; and Logan Turner, Jackson.
are Lester H. Burns Jr., Somerset, and
scheduled today at W.R. a former state commerce --comRepublicans are Frank J. Groschelle,
Ron Snyder, Lyndon.
Milward Funeral Home on missioner and former legislator who
Green, and Yale Jay Lubkin,
Bowling
accounts,
public
For auditor of
Broadway in Lexington.
Casey Creek.
opponents see as trying to perform the
ic candidates are Sara Bell,
Democrat
Ted Bassett, president of delicate act of accepting Gov. Julian
commissioner,
railroad
For
Frankfort; Dr. James B. Graham,
Keeneland, said, Johnstone Carroll's embrace while showing he is
Democratic candidates are Gene
George Salem,
Green;
Bowling
was "a respected and his own man.
Smith, Central City; Garland Gentry,
Louisville; and William Taylor,
veterinarian.
distinguished
Grand Rivers; L. H. Frymire,
s are
McBrayer scheduled no appearances
candidate
n
Republica
Wilrnore.
His death is a severe loss to Sunday but planned extensive came, and
Irvington; and Raymond G. Gray,
Shelbyvill
Foust,
Louise
Mary
the thoroughbred blood-typing paigning today, with stops at 630 a.m.
Livermore.
Dan Mattingly, Louisville.
program."

Campaign

By The Associated Press
thousands or residents still
Motorists who ventured headed for beaches, cambeyond a half-tank distance pgrounds and parks for a
from home for the Memorial weekend dampened only by
Day weekend today had to the threat of rain.
-Ocean City, Md., Mayor
worry about finding enough
gasoline to get back. In some Harry Kelly promised to
parts of the nation, authorities arrange gasoline for anyone
described their prospects as who couldn't get home. He had
had no takers by Sunday
"very bleak."
Rainy weather and the night.
-Traffic was lighter than
gasoline shortage led to
unusually low traffic counts in usual in Las Vegas and in
many states, officials said, but Reno; where some stations
when driveil took off, they already were out gas.
-In New York, gas lines at
were ready for whatever the
one Manhattan station exfuel market had to offer.
"I had one guy who had tended across a bridge into the
seven gas cans in his trunk Bronx Spnclay as area fuel
and wanted them all filled," pumps began to run dry.
-A Gulf service station in
said Frank Liska, who
- In Boston was charging $1.16 for
opera-tea:TWO statione
Akron, Ohio. "He said it was regular gas - 14 cents less
for his tractor, but a . guy than a station in New York
driving a beat-up car like he was charging for premium
gasoline.
had doesn't own a tractor."
"I can't afford it, but what
In Santa Ana, Calif., three
men drove a truck driver can I do?" asked a woman at
around for several hours while the service station after she
a fourth man made off with paid $4 for e just over three
the contents of his tank truck gallons Saturday.
The. Georgia Motor Club
- 8,750 gallons of gas, police
said about 66 percent of the
said.
The National Safety Council state's stations were expected
predicted - before the gas to be open today. In
crunch became a serious Wisconsin, 80 percent of the
problem - that as many as stations in some heavily
600 people would die in traffic traveled counties closed
accidents during the long Sunday, and officials expected
weekend. By early today, just some problems with supplies
over 300 people had been today. Gene Stein of the
Central Ohio Gasoline Dealers
killed.
Across the country, the Association estimated 10
amount. of gasoline available percent to 20 percent of the
area's filling stations would be
and 4.5 price varied widely:
-A survey of 36 Oregon open.
the state " Business was down at
by
stations
Automobile Club showed 30 several • Missouri tourist atwould be closed today. But tractions.

Mrs. Lillian McClard died
Saturday at 7:30 a.m. at her
home, 1703 Farmer Avenue,
Murray. She was 73 years of
age and the wife of the Rev.
Vessie McClard who died in
-1939.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church. Born Nov. 29,
1905, she was the daughter of
the late Benjamin Franklin
Carraway and Mary Jane
Falwell Carraway.
Mrs. McClard is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Vick D.
1703
(Hazel) .Vickers,
Calloway, Murray; one son,
Joe McClard, 1306 Overby,
grandthree
Murray;
daughters, Mrs. Vicki Budias,
Hopkinsville, and Miss Sandra
Vickers and Miss Sheila
Vickers, Murray; one nephew,
C. D. Morris, Murray Route 3;
several cousins.
The funeral will be held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Gerald
Owen and the Rev. J. M. Byrn
air disaster -has prompted the completing their Memorial
prevent cuts in service.
WASHINGTON
officiating.. The Sugar Creek
plane's manufacturer and Day weekends.
members
House
to
A
report
•
(AP)
GTON
WASHIN
Quartet will provide the music
There are currently about
ASHLAND, Ky.(AP)- An Congress, which created the said, "Unfortunately, the U.S. safety investigators to
and song service.
agreement between the city of Postal Service nearly a Postal Service has not made call for inspection of other DC-. 275 DC-19s in use by 41
Active Pallbearers will -be Ashland and local-firefighters
airlines, said-a spokesmanlor
lOsfor similar defects.
góThhopTeir sufficient progress toai
Phillip Morris, Don Wells, has been announced by at- decade
Douglas,
McDonnell.
n
Aviatio
Federal
mail self-sufficiency." It noted that
Nicky Ryan, Dwain McClard, torneys representing both eventually making
manufacturer of the aircraft.
head
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delivery pay for itself,
Frank McCallum, and Harold sides.
considering abandoning that every year pince it was Langhorne Bond reportedly
Morton. Honorary pallbearers
Tering of the contract goal and underwriting the created.
was considering grounding all
will be James Rose, Ted Ray, between the city and Local 706
BEATTYVILLE, Ky. )AP)
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The
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Jackson,
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International
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Friday's
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to
subsidies
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following
vote
a
A
House
bill
awaiting
Harley Barnett, Joe Walker, Association of Firefighters
charged with murder in the
next year, $1.2 billion in 1982 O'Hare International Airport.
Pat Carraway, Hayden were not disclosed. The pact would change the 1970 Postal and $1.3 billion a year after
weekend shooting death of
aboard
persons
271
mandate
Act's
ation
All
Reorganiz
Morris, Tom. Wells, and Terry covers a period from June
Cornett, state police
Harold
two
and
that.
191
Flight
the
subsidies
to start reducing
American
McClard.
through May 3, 1980.
said.
n INTERNATIONAL
persons on the ground were
Burial will follow in the Elm
The City Commission will this year. The legislatio
Cornett, 23, died Sunday of
BEERSHEBA r API -- killed when the wide-body
inject new
Grove Cemetery.
Iwo
consider approval of the would, instead,
gunshot wounds in the
Anwar
flipSadat and aircraft lost an engine,
President
Friends may call at the contract Thursday at a special revenue into the mail agency
according to state
chest,
in an effort to hold down future Prime Minister . Menachem ped, crashed and burned
funeral home.
meeting.
police at the Richmond post.
the
declared
Begin
Egyptiantakeoff.
postal rate increases and
shortly after
Officers said Clarence Fox,
Israeli border open at
An order grounding the
been charged in conweekend summit meetings in planes -likely would create 28, has
the shooting.
with
nection
the Sinai and Negev deserts problems for air travelers
and announced they would
meet again in Egypt in July.
Begin also announced he
will release an unspecified- of
number
Palestinian
prisoners in a goodwill gesture
to Egypt.
For
Secretary of State Cyrus
Vhce joined the • -Egyptianand Israeli leaders for a day of
U.
ceremonies and talks Sunday
Qualified - Concerned
in El-Arish, the Sinai capital
returned to Egypt on Friday,
then in Beersheba, the capital •
of Israel's Negev, and then on
a flight over parts- of rstaerand Sinai to symbolize the
*Elected Supreme Court Clerk By A Londside
opening of air traffic between
Margin Of More Than 149,000 Votes In 1975
the two countries.
Despite the declaratl,
opened borders, pror, .
•Democrotic Notional Committee Woman 1972for cross-border trav(''
1976
still to be worked out
travel was expected t,, e
'State Democratic Party Secretary
limited for sOme time to 4.
changes sponsored by. the
• Teacher 8 yrs
governments.
NATIONAL
—Democratic Primary - May 29, 1979
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discovery that a broken tilt
BICYCLE SAFETY MONTH -Calloway County
Safety Month. Surrounding Miller are three
caused an engine to fall frau
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